LOCAL AFFAIRS.

DON’T TEMPT FATE
when less than a cent a

day

will protect your

NEW ADYERTI8EMENTS THIS WEEK

valuables,

Strand Theatre.
Irving A Stack pole—Cream separator
C W Grinds!—Grass seed.
G A Parcher—Druggist.
In bankruptcy—Maurice P Grindle.
For sale—Motor boat, row boat and wagon.
David Friend—Cleaning and pressing.
•A E Crabtree—Indian Motorcycle.
Notice of foreclosure—Everett Mace.
For sale—Pendleton house stage and livery
business.
Notice of foreclosure
Henry J Nutter,
William J Nutter.
Bar Harbor:
Fred P Ray—Motorcycles. •
Bangor, Mb:
Bangor Daily News.
Nbw York, N Y:
Wanted—Man or woman.
Dbtroit, Mich:
Wanted—Man.

papers

etc., in the Burglar and Fire-proof vault of the
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same
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Going West—10.35
Going East— 6.45 a

last

as

cut-out and

POSTOFFICE

5 and 9
3.45 p m.

a m;
in;

pm.

Sundaye.
Arrivesfromthewest8.il
west 4.80 p. m.

a. m.

Closes for

Registered mail should be at postofflce half
an

CONDENSED TIME TABLE.
WEKK DAYS.

Trains arrive at Ellsworth from the west at
7.11 and 11.45 a. m., 4.14, p. m.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the westat 11.06 a.
m., 5.55 and 10.52 p. in.
SUNDAYS.

Arrive from
west at 5.20 p.

at 8.11

west

a. m.

Leave for the

ra.

WEATHER

IN

ELL8VIORTH.

Ending at Midnight Tuesday,
May 4, 1915.
[Frcm observations taken at the power
station of the liar Harbor & Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours

ending

midnight.J

at

Temperature
Wed
Thurs
Fri
Hat
Hun
Mon
Tues

52—
46—
43—
40—
43—
44—
44—

42
42—

—

45—

40—
39
42
40—
—

—

Weather
condition*

Precip-

itation

forenoon afternoon
fair
fair

12 m

4am

cloudy
rain
rain

.cloudy
rain
rain

cloudy
rain

cloudy
cloudy

1.01
1 80

rain

.31

cloudy

.11

Kev. R. B. Mathews is attending church

Bangor.
The Unitarian parish meeting called for
f this evening has been postponed.
The young people’s club of the Congre4
$ gational church will meet in the chapel
conference in

vear.

applique

this evening at 6.30.

borders.

Congressman Peters was one of flhe
guests on 4he first train passing over the
new international railroad bridge across
the St. John river at Van Buren last SatThe opening of the new bridge
urday.
was made the occasion for a big celebration on both sides of the boundary.
Ellsworth high school is to be represented this spring by a baseball team.
Some good material is available, and it is

John H. Brimmer and Chester E. Norris
are
attending meetings of the grand
masonic bodies in Portland this week.

J. A. THOMPSON, Elf

J

W.

&

F.

A. W. CURTIS

Myron
road, is

Carlisle, of the Happytown
the first up-to-date Ellsworth
farmer to install a milking machine. Mr.
Carlisle is putting in an Empire mechanical milker.
Colin F. Davis, of Dexter,
formerly of Ellsworth, is the travelling
agent for this machine, which he demonstrated at the farm demonstration field
day at Lakewood Monday.

special vaudeville act is presented by
the Strand picture theatre Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday of this week, when
“LeRoy, the mysterious”, will give an exhibition of escape from ropes, chains,
straight-jacket, handcuffs,etc. This evening at 7 o’clock, he will gi/e a free exhibition in front of the theatre. Suspended

GEO. A.

PHILLIPS,

DENTIST
STETSON

Telephone

HLDO.

31 CENTRAL STREET,

BANGOR, MAINE
1962- M

AC ICE H. SCOT T
AND
TYPEWKmNG1/YccoUNTING
general Clerical work.

“*ent Union Safe Deposit A Trust Co., ot rort“no. for furnishing Probate aud Surety Boons

Agent Oliver Typewriter) typewriter supplies
Lor Mam and
Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store). Kllsworth. Me.

L)K~\VILLIAM

SEMPLE

OSTEOPATH
SpeciaUites: Nervous Diseases,
Diseases of Stomach.
Treatment mid Consultation, by Appointment, (i Ellsworth on Fridays.
Address, Easts rn Trust Bldg., Bangor. Maioe
Telephones 1808 aud 708-1

0

Tfce mere ha» who does not advertise in
dull season nt aket it more
for

*°*e who do advertise.

profitable

in Granite and Marble

Iresigns

Q. Welland

Clay, Bluehill,

JUST LOOK AT THAT
(>LI> SUIT OF VOUKS!
There’s another summer’s
cleansed and
who knows how,

repaired,

it if

by a

man

Me

prices

are

wear

Driving
Sale

or

in

or TO
Work Horses

LET

Work

Sliding Gear

Transmission
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FRED P. RAY,

a

musicaleat Hancock hall

to raise funds for the usual excellent work
done by this society in the way of street

parlor

of the

Baptist

church

May 7,

Miss Esther Gilman, speaker and
organizer of the Maine W. C. T. U., will
give a talk on the work. Everybody is
invited to hear her.

Lights

if Desired
llhp. Guaranteed

Bar Harbor, Me.

Prof. Henry C. Emery, of Yale, and Mrs.
F. G. Allinson, of Providence, R. I., joined
their father, former Chief-Justice Emery,
at his home here Saturday. Mrs. Allinson
will remain at this time for but a few
days, while Prof. Emery will remain for
the summer here and at Hancock Point.

production of the great picture
play, “Damon and Pythias,” at the Strand
last evening, brought out a record crowd.
The picture was presented under tbq auspices of Donaqua lodge, Knights of
Pythias, as it depicts in beautiful pictures
The

made

department deposits

on

or

before the

first of each month draw interest from that date.

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT
\

We

can

guarantee

to you the best of

and would very much

banking service,

your account.

appreciate
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“The best way

{

and bank

save

to accumulate money is to

fixed

a

Hancock

■■■

resolutely

of your income, no matWe pay interest on $1.

*

5

|

County Savings Bank,

^

Ellsworth, Me.

Established 1873.

»>

*
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ter how small the amount.”
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OBITUARY.

FARM DEMONSTRATIONS.
News of Interest to Hancock County

two years be had been confined to bis bed,
the result of a shock. His age was sixtyHe leaves a widow, one
eight years.

(LORD) MERRIAM.
Edith M., wife of Arthur H. Merriam
1 ind daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank 8.
-*ord, of this city, died last evening at her
lome in Essex, Conn., after a short illness

daughter and two brothers. The funeral
was held at tbe Congregational
church
in Bar Harbor Monday forenoon, Rev. A.
M. MacDonald officiating. The remains
were brought to Ellsworth for interment.

hastily on Saturday,
vhen she became suddenly and critically
11.
Reports on Monday that she was
1
(lightly better revived the hopes of her

for several years made his home,
at his trade as a carpenter. For

working
the past

Don’t miss your train. The time-table
changed Monday. The condensed timetable at the head of this column is
corrected to date.
Parlor and sleepingcar service on the Mt. Desert branch will
be resumed Monday, May 17.
Steamer
service to landings beyond Bar Harbor
will be resumed May 31, connecting with
trains due at Mt. Desert Ferry at 8.00 a. m.
and returning to connect with train leaving Mt. Desert Ferry at 5 p. m.
The Three-B

school

was

has worked wonders in the appearance of
the hall by the liberal use of soap and
water and

at 2.30.

Exchange; Satisfactory Terms

iH'IIMlWlUMllW Electric

There will be

the

reasonable.

rSrtTnfri

her.

The W. C. T. U. local union will meet at

harnesses and Carts
for Sale.
Ellsworth
F. H. 08G00D,
Double

on

pressed improvement.

HORSES FOR SALE
or

ton

Friday for Boston. D. E. Linnehan
made the trip to Bos-

Ernest.Brown

Tuesday evening, May J8, under the auspices of the village improvement society,

DAVID FRIEND Knows How,
and his

sailed
and

which

died

Don’t Delay
buying DeLaval
Cream Separator

Latest

LIBERAL INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS IN

downward from the roof of the Odd
Fellows block, and encased in a straightjacket, he will extricate himself.

I_MASON,

Monuments, Tablets and Markers.

11

/

Receives Deposits Subject to Check

;

head

Orrin L. Thomas, formerly of Ellsworth,
Friday at Bar Harbor, where he had

Surplus, $100,000
Assets, $1,700,000

R.

rionumental Work

1)1:

Capital, $100,000.
!

M. H. Clement has moved his blacksmith shop on Oak street from the small
|
building to the larger building formerly
formerused by him as a
stable. tThe
blacksmith shop will be converted into a
stable. The new building, which haB been
fitted up for the shop, gives greatly increased room.

The Object of this
Advertisement
C.

ELLSWORTH, ME.
1

to have the school better represented in this branch of athletics than for
Robert Haynes has been
many years.
chosen manager and John Whitney captain.

class of the Baptist Sunday
royally entertained at its social last Wednesday evening in the vestry
The committee in charge was
parlor.
of
Southwest
Mrs. Geneva Newman,
composed of Mrs. H. F. Wescott and
Harbor, and Mrs. Lottie Havey, of West Misses Cora Arderson, Elsie and Olive
Sullivan, are guests of Mrs. F. E. Petten- Morrison. The “cake” contest was won
gill.
by MiBS Clara Ashworth, who found it
The circle sapper of Irene chapter, an- a difficult task in raisin’ the prize. The
:»0»0+0»C*0«0+0»0»0+0»»'-'+c^r>+o«p»o»0»0»0*040»aAO»P»0»
nounced to be given Friday evening in ration contest proved baffling, but was
Games
connection with the regular meeting, has the source of much merriment.
were enjoyed and delicious refreshments
been indefinitely postponed.
Joseph McIntosh has been appointed served.
In making tbe repairs on Main street
night officer to succeed George M. Camp
bell, whose resignation was accepted by last week. Street Commissioner New’man
the board of aldermen Monday evening.
unearthed, near the corner of Hancock
i< tu inform
The Dirigoclub has moved to its new street, the timbers of an old wooden drain
erery reader of Tiie American, who has need of any kind of inlocation in the Morang block. The new which the frost had gradually worked to
• urnnoe that all our
policies combine broad protection and prompt settle rooms, remodeled for the use of the club, the surface. The find started tbe tongues
mi" ts with the lowest
of local historians to wagging as to how
are very convenient and attractive.
possible rates.
tbe drain had been there, and who
“The Dress Rehearsal,” the first in a long
it there. It was finally attributed to
series of plays to be presented by the put
the late Jacob Straw’, a former prominent
ELLSWORTH, MAINE
young people’s league of the Congregawhose name is
perpetuated in
tional church, will be given in the vestry citizen,
Ellsworth by the locality known as StrawWednesday evening, May 12.
ville. Estimates as to how long the drain
There will be a regular meeting of Wm. had been there range from
sixty to
H. H. Rice post, G. A. R., next Saturday
seventy-five years.
a
afternoon at 2.30, to hear reports of comThere will be a union meeting at the
mittees and complete further arrangeBaptist church next Sunday evening,
Elltwortli, Me.
ments for Memorial day.
when Miss Esther Gilman, speaker and
Miss J. A. Thomspon left Sunday fora organizer of the \V. C. T.
Doors, Windows, Roofing,
U.f will speak
You can't afford to wait business
weeks
and
of
two
to
Boston
trip
under the auspices of the local union.
Screen Doors, Window Screens,
Let the New York. During her absence, Harold
a day longer.
There will be special music, with singing
DeLaval start
saving S. Higgins is assisting Miss Mahoney as by the vested choir. Glowing reports
Moulding and Gutter,
Postal telegraph operator.
have come from Bar Harbor concerning
for you right
cream
Hardware, Sheathing Paper, Wall
Next Sunday morning at the Unitarian the meeting there last Sunday evening,
now.
Rev. J. W. Tickle will deliver when Miss Gilman surprised and dechurch
Board, Glass, Putty, Zinc,
Local agent,
the second in his series of sermons on the lighted the audience with her fine address.
Lead.
The subject next 8ne is working out an itinerary 411 this
Pauline benediction.
Irving A. Stackpole, Ellsworth, Maine Sunday
w ill be “The Love of God”.
county, taking in Southwest Harbor,
___
The steam yacht
Endion, which has Sedgw'ick, North Sedgwick and Sargentbeen rebuilt for a fishing boat by the ville.
JSraftaaianai Carba.
Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Work
Fred E Cooke, janitor of Hancock hall,

J

Onion Trust Company

1

hoped

A

hour before mail closes.
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Wall

ing.)

For Week

C. W. GRINDAL
WATER STREET.

Week Daye.
From W bst— 7.11 a m; 4.14 p m.
From East— 11.06 a m; 5.85and 10.52 p. m. (10.52
mail not distributed until following morn-

2.tjertt*etrmit».

the historical friendship ;which forms one
of the foundation stones of Pythianism.
A dance followed the pictures.

varnish.

the

application of paint and

This work

on

the interior of the

practically completed. The
whole room has been thoroughly cleansed,
the stained wainscotting and window
hall

is

now

MRS.

>f

EDITH M.

Bright’*

acute

here, and the news of her
leath last evening was a great shock.
Mrs. Merriam was born in Ellsworth

iwenty-eight
Deen

years ago, and this
her home until her marriage
She

1 last.

was

now

be continued

and

corridors of the

on

the

building.

in

the

stairways

en-

and

Mr. Cooke has

done much in the way of providing new
scenery and new furniture for the stage,

before and since he became janitor.
His
ambition now is to secure new folding
opera chairs for the hall in place of the
The city government and the
Ellsworth are giving Mf. Cooke
every encouragement in the improvements he is making in the hall, and doubtless will aid him in this. If sufficient encouragement is given him, he proposes to
put on a play or two to raise money toward
the purchase of tbe chairs.
old settees.

people

of

j

had

j

—

permits.
Saturday, May 8—Office

weather

I

June
graduate of the Ells-

High street,

10

Ellsworth.

on

j

—

Monday, May

10

—Lamoine,

at farms

H. E. Austin and C. M. Kittredge.
West Hancock,
Tuesday, May 11
farms of G. B. Bridges and L. Linscott.

at

—

Wednesday, May 12—Franklin,
F. Springer.

at

of

farm

of L.
A
tion

report of the field-day demonstrameeting at Lakewood on Monday ap-

pears elsewhere in this issue.
ELLSWORTH

FALLS.

NORTH PENOBSCOT. •

Irving Salsbury, of Otis, is visiting his
Mm. Anderson, of Waterville, is visiting
uncle, Herbert M. Salsbury.
her daughter, Mm. Ralph Hatch.
Mrs. Nettie Thompson, of Cherryfleld,
The ladies’ aid society gave a donkey
was the guest of W. H. Brown and wife
party at Highland grange hall Wednesday
over Sunday.
evening, which was quite entertaining.
Miss M. Elizabeth Googins, of Lynn,
A committee appointed by Highland
Mass., is visiting her niece, Mrs. William grange met Wednesday afternoon to talk
E. Clough.
over the matter of enlarging and repairFrank Haslam and

wife, who have been
for two weeks, have returned to their
home at Bar Harbor.
here

Foster wa9 called home from
Massena, N. Y., last week by the serious
illness of bis brother Arthur.
David A.

Mrs. Martha A. Tapley and daughter,
Mrs. Luella Kamsdell, of Calais, visited
relatives here last week, leaving for home

Monday.
James A. Staples, an old and highly-esteemed citizen, died at his home here

Tuesday morning at 10.30, at the age of
Mr. Staples was
seventy-eight years.
suffering from heart trouble for several
years, and for two weeks past his condition was critical. Mr. Staples had lived

forty years, being employed
for most of the time at farming, which he
here about

ing

the hall.
work for the
Edgar Lewis.

William Allen has finished

present

on

the

bungalow

of

Hannah Harriman has been very

Mrs.

ill, but is now about again.
Wesley Leach, who has been ill
months, remains about the

Percy

Grindle

has

several

same.

purchased

the old

Robert Leach place of Frank Hutchins.
The Bucksport telephone line has been
extended to George 1. Soper’s residence,
within a quarter of a mile from the Penobscot and Orland town line and less
than a half-mile from where the telephone line begins in Penobscot.

May

H.

3.
_

COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

conducted very successfully. He had the
He
respect of the entire community.
leaves a widow, one daughter—Mrs. John
W. Moore, and one son
Oscar Staples,
both of whom lived near their parents;
also three sisters—Mrs. Harriet Leach, of

Wednesday, May 12, at Congregational
vestry—Play, “The Dress Rehearsal.” Admission, 15 cents.
Tuesday evening, May 18, at Hancock
hall—Musicale under auspices of village
Orland; Mrs. Emily Orindle, of McKinley, improvement society.
and Mrs. Martha A. Tapley, of Calais.
Thursday and Friday, May 20 and 21—
Mr. Staples died on his wife’s seventy- Hancock county W. C. T. U. convention
eighth birthday. Funeral services will be at Baptist church, Bar Harbor.
held Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock at
the home.
3l!tKHl80!Wu.t
—

Fire at North

Hend, Surry.
William A. Davis, at North
Bend, Surry, was burned about 11 o’clock
last night, with contents. The barn was
The barn of

located

some

the lire

was

ing

was

distance from the bouse, and
not discovered until the build-

about

surance.

lobby

week is

worth high school, and, of happy, generous-hearted disposition, was one of the
most popular of her set of young girls.
She leaves, besides her husband and
Mabel and Ruth,
parents, two sisters
md one brother—Harvard. To the family
the sympathy of the community goes out
in full measure.

varnishing were done by Mr. Cooke, at
Tbe
great saving in expense to the city.
work will

a

city

agent’s schedule for the coming
as follows:
Thursday, May 6—North Ellsworth, at
farm of H. F. Maddocks.
Friday, May 7
Dollardtown, at farm
of A. S. Stackpole for demonstration in
and
pruning, grafting
spraying, if
The

parents

friends

nany

and two pigs

trance

The

summoned

vere

varnished, tbe settees and front of
the stage platform painted. In the anteroom at the left of the stage a hardwood
floor has been laid. All the painting and
frames

disease.

Farmers.

(From the office of the county agent, G. N.
Worden, Ellsworth.)

A

horse,

ready to fail,

th-ee cows,
were

a

heifer,

one

calf

burned, with carriages,

farming machinery,
of hay. There Was only

For Sale at

Parcher’s Drug
Store

harnesses and

tity

The

origin

a

a quansmall in-

tire is unowned by Percival Wesof
cott,
Ellsworth, was burned.
known.

A

of

the

canoe

Fire at l.uiiioliie.
The Albert Sargent house on the Partridge Cove road at 1-annum-, owned by
Frank Sargent, was burned shortly before
9 o’clock Monday evening. The tire is reported to have Btarted about the chimney.

County W.C T. U. Convention.
The Hancock county W. C. T. U. convention will be held at the
Bar Harbor, Thursday and

Baptist church.
Friday, May 20
and 21.
Miss
Elizabeth
Gordon, of
Evanston, 111., will be the principal
speaker of the convention.

Pyrox, Lime and Sulphur,
Hellebore, Paris Green,
Kerso, Blue Vitriol, Arsenate of

Pine

Lead,

Carbonal,

Tar, Sheep Dip,
Chloride Lime,
Rosin,
Bi-Sulphide Carbon, Copperas,
Washing Fluid,
Creolin, Sulpho Napthol,
Sprayers, Cow
Ease,
Roach Powder, Moth Balls

Nyals Family Remedies.

SUNDAY SCHOOL
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Tt§ Motto:
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“Helpful and Hopeful."
of this column are suocli*^

1

communications, and its success depends largely
Comon the support given It Id this respect
munlcattons must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be piloted except by permission.
Communication6 will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, bat none
will be rejected without good reason. Address

Text of the Lesson, I Sam. xx, 32-42.
Golden Text,
Memory Verse, 42
—

Prov. xvii, 17—Commentary Prepared
by Rev. D. M. Steams.

all communications

“The
Our lesson topic today Is
Friendship of David and Jonathan.”
but the lesson verses give only one in-

One d&y
Knows

a

time!

only

too

Kaoota, Minn.— “I am glad to aay
Lydia E. Pinkham’a Vegetable
Compound has done
more

is

m

'—1 >

Compound, and now I feel like a
I believe there ia
different person.
nothing like Lydia E. Pinkham'* Vegetable Compound for weak women and
young girls, and I would be glad if I
could influence anyone to try the medicine, for I know it will do all and much
Mrs.
more than it ia claimed to do.
Clara Franks, R. F. D. No. 1, Maplecrest Farm, Kasota, Minn.
table

One day at a time!-but a single day.
Whatever its load, whatever its length;
And there's a bit of precious Scripturl to say
That according to each shall be his strength.
One day at a time!
It‘s a wholesome rhyme—
A good one to live by;
A day at a time.
—British Weekly.

—

Women who suffer from those distressing ills peculiar to .their sex should
be convinced of the ability of Lydia E.
Pinkham’* Vegetable Compound to restore their health by the many genuine
and truthful testimonials we are constantly publishing in the newspapers.

Dear M. B. Friende:
I think it is to Aunt Emma we are inI have selected it
debted for the poem.
for the reason that to many, at this season,
the days have seemed to be overshadowed

Many

unusual extent.

have

losses and

to pass,
thought that will strengthen and
encourage can never come amiss, for “Into
each life some rain much fall”, but on
some brighter
to-morrow the sun will
and

come

If you have the slightest doubt
that Lydia K. Plnkham’s Vegetable Compound will help you,write
to Lydia E.PinkhamMediclneCo.
(confidential) Lynn, Mass, for as!
vice. Your letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman,
and held in strict confidence.

a

shine.
A

gentleman called

not long ago to
M^. writers.

talk
I

me

upon the ’phone

with

was

me

not

about the

aware

until

inf, about fcnjtlaud,

her history, the war,
and «uch things.
We tried to be properly
appreciative of her greatners, and behave a«
Englishmen think women should. The roast
sucking-pig and darning Christmas pudding
were distinctive features of the table.
After
two hours at table we withdrew, leaving the
gentlemen to their cigars and wines.
All my fine plans for arriving on Christmas day and playing Santa Claus to Irene and
Helen were quite upset, for we did not arrive
till Sunday efouing. A number of friends
were waitiug to greet us.
Little George, who
is just beginning to talk, was introduced to a
new baby brother a few days ago. and uamed
him at once
’‘Teddy”, evident!v considering
the new comer another kind of Teddy bear.

that he had been a reader of our
for years.
He spoke particularly
of Susan’s, saying be had always read
them with much interest. He will find
another of Susan's this week.
Aunt Maria has been visiting. She will
tell you about it later. I did not see her
but we had a nice little chat which we enthen

cnapier xix,

1-7. where Jonathan pleaded with his
father for David, reminding him that
through David the Lord wrought a
great'salvation for all Israel, and so
David was for a time restored to Saul's
favor, but we saw in last lesson how
worthless and uncertain it was.
In our lesson chapter we see David
returning from Samuel ito whom he had
fled) to interview Jonathan and to tell
him that when near Saul be felt that
there was but a step between him and
death and to ask him to And out if he
could just how his father really felt
toward him. for it would seem as if
David could scarcely believe that Saul
hated him as greatly as these sudden
outbreaks of tem[ier would Indicate.
One may give way to tem[>er again and
again and yet really love the person
spoken or acted against. How beautiful was Jonathan’s reply to David.
"Whatsoever thy soul desireth 1 will
even do it for thee" (xx. 4). or as In
the margin. "Say what is tby mind,
what thy skul speateth or thlnketh.
and I will do it.”
What a friend to
have and yet listen to Him who calls
us friends, "If ye shall ask anything
in My name I will do it" (John xv, 15;
xiv, 14). Jonathan seems not to have
believed up to this time that his father
meant any real harm to David, probably attributing all to his fearful temper, for he said, “If I knew certainly
that evil were determined by my father to come upon thee would not I tell
it thee?” ux. O.i They went out into
the field alone with the Lord and with
prayer, and. as in His sight, they made
a covenant the one with the other and
arranged a plan by which Jonathan
would find out certainly what his father's attitude to David really was
(xx, 11-23). When the plan was worked out and Saul's anger against David
became so manifest that he tried to
kill Jonathan for taking David's part,
then Jonathan knew that It was determined of his father to slay David.
So he arose from the table In fierce
anger, for he was grieved for David
txx. 32-34i.
Then Jonathan in the
morning went out into the field and
communicated with David by a prearranged plan ixx. IK-21. 33-401.
was

a

turee

nays

19), reminding us of
days' stories, and it

interval

(verse

many three
a
morning
farewell that these two friends now
had (verse o.’ii. reminding s by analy
ogy and contrast of so many morning
stories. Tbe statement in verse 39 that
the lad who gathered tbe arrows knew
not anything of the significance of bis
doings nor of the real meaning of Jonathan's words to him has often come
to me with power, as I have giver.
His message from His word from time
to time, simply knowing that I was
seeking to be faithful to him, but not
knowing anything of what He might
be accomplishing by the message, hut
Bure always that He knew what He
was doing and that His word will always accomplish His pleasure (John
How pathetic the
vi, 0: Isa. Iv. Ill
farewell of these two after the lad had
gone- the kissing, the weeping, the
committing of each other to the Lord,
nnd Jonathan's "Go In peace" trerses
41. 42t.
In the morning^o which we
look forward we shall he "forever with
the Lord" (1 Thess. Iv. 17).
What a
Contrast to this sad [anting and all
partings! They met once more, and
Jonathan strengthened Dark] in God.
and they spoke of the kingdom and
renewed their covenant (xxlli. 1(1-18).
What God does or permits to tie done
is often to us a great mystery, bat
there is comfort in His words “What
I do thou knowest not now, but thou
■halt know he-eafter” (John xiii. 7).
so

was

fered with pains low
down in my rights
side for a year or'
more.
I took Lydia
E. Pinkham * Vege-

But it’s never to-day that the spirit breaks;
It’s the darkened future without a gleam.

an

j

joyed at the time, but when 1 recall the
pleasure in my memory, a com pan ion-line
follows it which says, “Aunt Maria, thou
wert

so near

and

yet

so

far.”

—

Dear

Aunt

Madge:

Another dear sister has “crossed the river”—
Aunt Jana’’—and I extend sincere sympathy
to the loving friends she has left. Our loss is
her gain.
May God help them is the wish of
_

ura 1

1 was so
weak and nervous
that I could not do
my work and suf-

seem;

to

me

cian here.

Every heart that aches
well bow long that can

unexpected changes

lor

anything else, and I
had the beet physi-

One day at a time! A burden too great
To be borne for two can be borne for one;
Who knows wbat will enter u>-morrow’s gate?
While yet we are speaking all may be done.

Lynn, Mass.,

is

Irving Gnndle, wife and daughter Nina
were in Bucksport last week visiting Mr.
Grindle's sister, Mrs. Melvin Harriman.
Samuel Kitfleld and Lizzie Trundy have
sold their home in Orlsnd to Henry Perkins, of Augusta.
They have moved to
Frank N. Trundy’s, where they will reside for the present.
Mav 3.
I.

M. L. H.

miles sooth from here. We will go to it
wide stretch of a southern California valley and through a pass of a range
of beautiful hills, lying stretched along the
valley, from foothills and mountains on the
east toward the ocean in a westerly direction.
We will go through fertile farms or ranches
whence comes the food for supplying our
cities.
In this valley are hundreds of acres of
orchard, citrus and deciduous; millions
of golden apples (oranges) Just tow; and now

across a

Wen
BOARD

TURKISH

_

—

good

r~M
I
Soothes itching skin. Heals cuts or burns
Oures piles, eczema, salt
without a scar.
rheum, any itching. Doan's Ointment. Your
sells
it.
Advi.
druggist

Mra. B. 8. Johnson.

Mra. Brenda Soper and two
children,
have been visiting bar old home
here’
have returned to Lynn, Mass.

reason.

Earle Smith, of Bayside, will succeed
C. Haines, resigned, as district deputy
for Green Mountain Pomona.
At tbe
meeting of tbe Pomona last week it was
voted unanimously to recommend his

appointment.

Mrs. Frank A Bey has Joined her
hasbend, who has been with his father, L. p
Alley, for some time. In very poor he,|th'

Fruit and VSBStsbls* Bssutify.
Fruit is Indeed the keynote of spring
diet which shall help to Improve th*
complexion. Apples, raw and cooked,
baked or as sauce: any of the wholesome

citrus family. In Itself

a

Mias Edes, of Passed urn knag, i,
vUm
bar slater, Mtsa Bernice Edes, who
teaches
in diMict No. 16, and boards with
Mrs. N
E. Oion.

whole

pburmacopoeta of goodness; the lemon,
tlie orange and the grain-fruit—these

;

eaten lavishly and freely are Indeed
health and lieauty nt any time of the
year, as well as the springtime. Theu,
to augment all of this, such things as
; spring onions, chives and |>arsley arc
helpful, wllh crisp salads of romaine,
endive or esenroie. always with plenty
These
of lemon Jure and olive oil.
things, not forgetting plenty Of water,
taken betwt*eu meals should obviate all
necessity for physic. Internal mediprogram.
cines are not ns essential as exercise,
LAMOINK. 264.
proper diet, rest, water drinking. All
Two candidates were instructed in tbe of these, hs said above, will help to
first and second degrees last Tuesday secure that improved and regenerated
night. The question, “Which is more complexion so much desired when winprofitable to raise in Hancock county, ter is a thing of the |>ast
small traits or vegetables?" was discussed
Then it must not be overlooked that
by Bro. Homer Wilbor and tbe worthy a course of facial treatment Is well
master. A reading was given by Louis
worth Its cost snd very necessary if
King and a vocal solo by Shirley Holt. such a course Is taken In reinitnble es
There will be a harvest supper next tabllshments. where knowledge and
meeting.
long exi>erlence have resulted In realPersonal advice
ly helpful methods
MABBAPAqCA, 477, SOUTH BLCKH1 LX.
as to pru|>er local as well as constituApril 28, thirty-seven members were tional treatment is
i
given, aud the pee
present, with visitors from Sedgwick,
tlcnt Is sure of tieneflt from such a
East Bluehill and Hslycon granges. Tbe |
When later on that pretty
course.
program included music, a dialogue, a j
that dainty dress, are donned
i
“Milk Maid” drill, by eight ladiea, and rhaja-ait.
the wearer shall look Into her mirror
tbe question, “Resolved: That woman ia
and have nothing to regret ns she scrumore help on the farm than at the polls,"
tinizes her reflection, for her complexdecided in the affirmative.
ion shall lie ns fresh awl as flawless ns
her costume, and the ensemble will he
2U3. NORTH BROOKSVILLB.
Semitic, 528, WALTHAM.
The tint and second degrees were given
four members, and one nnafllliated member was received at Jtae last meeting. One
application was received. A program was
An invitation was extended
enjoyed.
Mariaville grange to meet with Scenic
grange May 5. At tbe next meeting tbe
ladies will entertain tbe gentlemen, during the hour that is used tor tbe literary

RAINBOW,

April 29, fifty

members

present.

were

Tbe first and second degrees were conferred on three candidates.
Two applications were received.
There w ill be degree
work at tbe next meeting. Brother Weasel furnished an interesting program.
HARBORS IDE,

478, SOUTH HROOK8V1LLK.
Harborside grange held its regular meeting April 28, with sixty-four preseut.
Four candidates were instructed in the
third and fourth degrees, after which a
of cake aud coffee was served.
luneb
After recess, the lecturer presented an in-

teresting program.
SCHOODIC, 408. WINTER HARBOR.
22 twenty-flv«amembers were pres-

April

An

member

application

was

of

received.

an

unaffiliated

The program

con-

sisted of discussion of
the
Question,
“Which is preferable to-day, to learn a
trade or to study a profession?" There
short

wete

small

readings by

29 the

April
cepted.

members.

unafflliated member

Although
the evening

tbe
was

was ac-

attendance

was

pleasantly spent.

There were two-minute discussions on tbe
following subjects: Telephones, painting

extended visit.

j
i

Mrs. Harry Stover is at work in Bangor.
E. E. Dodgb is at work for C. Roy Tap-

ley.
Edythe Gray is visiting her

aunt.

Mind

Conner!
Mattie Grindle visited friends at Dark
Harbor last week.
at

Lillian and Jessie Stover
Mrs. Richard Grindle’s.

are

boarding

Mrs. Seymour Perkins is at Dr. Webster’s hospital for treatment.
Bernice Perkins is home from tbe hos-

pital,

improved

much

in health.

Fred Mackie, of Mackie Bros., Brockton, Mass., is getting bis mill here ready
for business.
N. F. Dow, master of Bagaduce lodge,
F. and A. M., left this morning for Portland to attend tbe meeting of the grand
lodge.

May 3.

C.

A large gathering resembled at the
Dead
River bouse laat Thursday night and enau
old-faehiooed
joyed
kitchen breakdown. Dancing, mnsic and gam.
were
in order.
Refreshments were served
by
the boat and hoataaa, Lorenzo
liiaisdell
and wife.
It was the moat eaccewiut
social event of the season,
May S.
B.
OTTER CREEK,

j
j

Charles Young is still very ill.
Mrs. Martha Smith who baa been quite
Ul, ia better.

j

Mias Edith Young was taken to the Bar
! Harbor hospital laat wrack for an operation tor appendicitis,
j Mrs. Llaxie Hrmblin, who underwent an
operation at tba Bar Harbor hospital a
: abort time ago, ia doing
nicely.
| Mrs. A. M. MacDonald, of Bar Harbor,
i met witb tbs ladies’ auxiliary at Mrs.
Belle Bbnker’a Tuesday afternoon, and in
ber pleaaing way gars an interesting and
Instructive talk on ber travels in foreign
,
■

Refreshments

lands.

entirely satisfactory.

May 3.

were

aerved.

0.
_

__

Beware of Headaches.
Headaches are much more serious lu
their hidden possibilities than most
persons believe, and they work havoc
with facial beauty.
Middle ear disease, mucus nnd pus
In the upper part of the nose, mastold abscesses, fevers of various sorts,
brain trouble, distempers such as tuberculosis, joint Infections, or pout, eye
disorders, tousllttls, gastric crisis, constlpntlon. dysenteries, pneumonia and
almost the whole roster of human maladies may Ik- preceded or accompanied
by headaches.
Further be It remembered that slov-

SEAWALL.
Mrs. Mattie McKay ia quite ill of grip.
Ward has returned from
Stillwater, where abe has been visiting.
Mr*. Mary

Mrs. Nelson Suminaby, of Bar Harbor,
visited ber parents, William Doltivcr, »r.,
and

wife,

last week.

C. E. Metcalf and wife will be employed
with the Addison Packing Co., of Southwest Harbor, this season.
Mrs. Joanna Moore, Mr*. Mattie DolJiand Mrs. Isabel Harper bave all been
confined to the bouse witb severe colds
ver

grip. They
May 3

and

|

are

slowly improving.
T. E. I).

enly breathing, overeating. poor

venNORTH FRANKLIN,
tilation, lack of exercise nnd an Indoor
Alonso Wilbur, who bis lived in J. T.
life all have their accompanying head- Clark’s house since last summer, baa
aches.
moved bis tamilv to East brook.
There are different methods In the
Among those who attended the county
treatment of headaches. Each del-ends
grange at Uouldaboro last week were Mrs.
upon the source.
! Event Tracey, Mrs. Nancy Smith aud
Heep breathing and simple rations, Mrs. Sadia Jslltaon.
sleep In the open air and muscular
A quiet wedding took place Wednesday
sport !h the o|>en may cure safely. If

not quickly.
houses, raising chicks, newspaper read- I Charcoal, olive oil, milk of magnesia
ing, laundry work and automobiling. and fruits eliminate the frontal throbs
Question proposed for discussion next that come from constipation.
Ice bags, and alkaline mineral wameeting, “Is tbe parcel post system a
benefit or a detriment to tbe State pf ter, a short diet with green vegetables
Maine?"
may cure the headache of glutoony.
Rational gymnastics, physical cul-

NORTH BROOKS VLLLE.

Mrs. Eat alia Trnndy, who visited
her
John in Bangor the flret of lest
week
returned home Thursday, vary ill.
she is
now better.

eon

Mra. Nettle Oray accompanied
her
daughter, Mra. Fred Dunham, to her
borne in Ellewortb Falla,
Monday, lor an

_

TURKISH COFFEE.

coffee Is served now ofthey are very sweet. The trees also are in
tener than tea where men and
bloom, though the bloom of most deciduous
trees is passing or has passed, with fruit
women gather together for a chat
formed. It’s a pretty sight. Many visitors
and a rest
It Is also a feature at
from Maine are seeing it. 1 wish you. Aunt
bachelor dinners and Impromptu supand
all
the
sisters
of
the M. B. C.
Madge,
pers. the men taking more kindly to It
could look upon it, yes, taste and smell it,
than to a brew of tea.
too. And, say, we will travel on macadam
To make the real Turkish coffee a
road, or boulevard, all this fifty miles!
We have spent several seasons at this Jezvah or Turkish coffeepot Is essenparticular beach. When we are not there, we j tial, and so popular have these become
are usually somewhere
in New England, i that they can now be obtained In ordiBoth are pleasant places for us in summernary housefurnishing shops as well as
time.
in the Syrian or other oriental shops.
I like this beach place here on the Pacific
Of course the Turkish coffeeiiot Is the
for three reasons— we are daily fanned by an
first essential, though the Turkish
ocean
breeze from the southwest that is
hammered brass cup holders are pictempered by a climate hard to find elsewhere,
we are free from mosquitoes, and thunder i turesque and appreciated additions to
and lightning seldom appear nearer than the outfit.
The jezvah, or. rather, coffeepot. Is a
yon mountains, where we can sometimes see
the flash of the lightniug and bear the
brass bowl with the sides sloping
grumble of the thunder.
The mountain ia
slightly to the top. where the opening
their resort.
Is about the size of u teacup. There Is
While 1 am satisfied with this beach aud
a long stewpan-like handle on one side,
our home on it. I would, nevertheless, like
jteavy enough to tilt the pot over.
to have our old Maine home clam-bed to go to,
These Jezvahs come in various sizes,
for I am very fond of clams.
No, 1 am not
saying that we have no clams here. We have, the largest holding about a quart. As
and they are very sweet aud good, but some- the coffee Is served In Infinitesimal
how there is no clam-bed like that one at my cups a quart Jezvah will serve ten
old home shore; nor any other quite so propeople.
ductive of good clams. Aud there are crevices
The blend of coffee must be rich and
in the broken ledges there at that shore that
smooth.
It should also lie freshly
s*?em to have been made on purpose for clamroasted. Put Into the Jezvah a small tenb.ikiug.
Susan.
spoonful each of coffee and sugar for
FROM MISS PERKINS' LETTER.
each cup to lie served. Pour over this
We were especially eager to arrive in Foo- enough cold water to fill the
cups, alchow on Christmas day, but found that would
lowing a little.extra for the boiling
not be possible.
The customs*had just been
Now comes the ladling, which
away.
notified by cable that President Yuan Shi
Is the critical point. The real Turkish
Kai had proclaimed Wednesday, the Chinese
feast of the wiuter solstice, a national holi- coffee has to tie brought Just to the
day for the worship of heaven. This meant boil three times, each time a thick
cream appearing on the top of the pot.
that the Chinese in Swatow would not work
unloading cargo, and we must be over a day ! The Jezvah Is set over the gas or alcothere.
Then Friday, in Amoy, would be i hoi flame, the eafeji. or coffee maker,
i Christmas, and we would have an extra day 1 holding on to the end of the long hanmaking us two days late to Foo-chow. I dle,
| there,
ready to remove It from the flame
There waa no help for it.
the moment the yellow cream comes to
The captain said it was customary for him
the top and before It has a chance to
to invite his officers to dine with him ChristLet It come to this point
1 nias
day, so we three (Misses Ward. Cook and ] boil over.
Perkins) and six Englishmen had dinner to- three times, whisking deftly from the
gether. It was interesting, though rather Are after each boiling. The last cream
hard, to keep up conversation with these
that rises should look as thick as real
men whom one did not know and whose in
cream.
It Is now ready to lie poured
teresU were all so different.
However, the Into the cups. The coffee rightly made
captain and first officer did most of the talk- Is thick and
strupy. but not sweet
enough to be. cloying.
Man Take* HU Own Medicine 1* an
Optimist.
He has absolute faith in his medicine
he
knows when he talus it for certain ailments
he gets relief. People who take Dr. King’s
New Discovery for an irritating Cold are
optimists—they know this cough remedy will
penetrate the linings of the throat, kill the
germs, and open the way for Nature to act.
You can’t destroy a Cold by superficial treatment
to the cause of the
you must go
trouble. Be an optimist. Get a bottle of Dr.
King’s New Discovery to-day.

who

ent.

WEST SUKKY.
Mrs. K. E. Conary, of
visiting here.

Pasadena, Cal., April », 1915.
Dear Aunt Madge:
We, my John and I, hope to spend the three
months, June, Jnly and August of the coming
summer at our seaside
borne, about fifty

muntcatlona will be subject to approval by
tbe editor, but none will be rejected without

Roy

that

One day at a time! That’* all it can be;
No faster than that is the hardest fate;
And days have their limits, however we
Begin them too early and stretch them late.
at

John Houston and wife, of East
Buckspovt, apent Sunday with their daueht..

HOT*.

to

letters

incident

Veg^ia
e table Compound..

NORTH ORLAND.
Mark Ginn and wife visited reUtive. w
,n
Bluehlll laat weak.

The column U open to all grangers (or the
discussion of topics of general tnMfeat. and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
bo signed, but names Slil) not be printed except by permission of the writer. All com-

E. Pinkham’a

ON* THING AT A TIM*.

gin).
next

This column Is devoted to the Orange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.

1

The American.
KIW worth, Me.

cident out of many. As our next lesson will be in chapter xxvi. we will
consider the David and Jonathan inIn
cldents in chapters xviii to xxiii.
chapter xiv the name of Jonathan Is
mentioned twenty-four times, and in
chapter xx it is found twenty-seven
times.
Hia name may mean tbe gift
of Jehovah, and he surely was such to
David, a real friend and comforter,
making us chink of Paul's words concerning some of his helpers. "Fellow
workers unto the kingdom of God.
which have been a comfort unto me"
(Col. iv, 11). In our first introduction
to Jonathan (chapters xiii and xiv). In
which we find his name Just twentyeight times, we see him as a brave soldier. relying upon Jehovah to fight for
him and with him (xiv, G. 7). The next
mention of him is after David's defeat
of Goliath, when we read that bis soul
was knit w ith the soul of David, for
he loved him as his own soul.
lie
stripped himself of his garments and
armor and put them u|x>n David (chapter xviii, 1-4; see also xx. 17; II Sam.
i. 26). They were truly kindred spir-'
its, both strong in the Lord. We cannot but think of Him who emptied
Himself for us. laid aside all His glory,
that He might redeem us. clothe us
with His righteousness and share with
us His Kingdom.
We think also of
the disciple whom Jesus loved, who
leaned upon his bosom, but we remember what is written in John xiii, 1. of
all true disciples, "He loved them unto
the end. to the uttermost" (R. V.. marine

FARMER’S WIFE
TOO ILLTO WORK
A Weak, Nervous Sufferer
Restored to Health by Ly-

terchacgjg

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.

3lmong tt)c ©rangtre.

MADOK".

The purposes
y
stated In the title and motto-lt Is for the mut si
and
alms
to
oe
and
hopefull
helpful
benefit,
Being for the common good, It Is for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the In
of Ideas. In this capacity It sollctts

Lesson VI.—Second Quarter, For
May 9, 1915.
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JRutual

ture. graduated exercises In the fresh
air and a cold hath may cure the headache due to sleeplessness.
If a headache Is persistent see a

!

evening,

April Id),

at the home of

Mr. and

Mrs. Fred Abbott, when their only daughter, Joaie, was married to Artie Merchant,
of East book. Tbey have the best w ishes
of a host of friends.
T.
May 8.
tuiomisKmnuB

|

physician.

IO*

For Brittle Nails.
You can’t make your hands look nice
If your nulls are very brittle, because
they always break off and show rough,
jagged edges. Brittle nails are often
constitutional, or a sign of poor health.
You can do a great deal toward curing
them In the following way:
Bub some pure cold cream or white
vaseline all over the nails and well
into the base at night. Once or tw ice
a
week apply u little olive oil, and
never wash the hun-la hi hard water
or put them In strong soda
water, for
this aggravates the condition.
The
treatment described is it remedy for
hiuig nails also, for It keeps the skin
round the base of the nails pliable and
soft.

is LI Eli ILL.

Mrs. Mary A. Conary died at the home
of her son Charles April 20, aged seventynine years.
poor health
about

until

when

she

grip.

was

prostrated by an attack of
that
loving hands

Everything

could do
two

Mrs. Conary had been in
for years, but was able to be
four weeks before her death,

sons

was
—

done

Charles

for her. She leaves
Conary, of Blue hi 11,

Edwin, of East Bluehiii; also several
grandchildren, the oldest being Mrs.
Walter K. Butier, ot Bluehiii.
She was a
loving and devoted mother, a kind and

and

helpful neighbor, always ready

to lend

a

trouble.
She was the
Vespacian C. Conary, who died
nine years ago. The funeral was held at
the home of her son Charles. Interment
at Seaside cemetery.
May 3.
Spbc.
baud in sickness
w

To Allay Pain of Burnt.
Burns on the bauds and arms are of
frequent occurrence to the housewife.
Aside from the pain caused, they do
not add to one's < harms.
In case of a
burn at once apply linseed or sweet
oil to the parts affected and then thickly cover with baking soda and bind
with a soft linen cloth.
In ordinary
cases of burn this will
shortly relieve
the pain.
Equal parts of llmewuter
nnd linseed oil applied to the burn
several times a day will keep it soft,
allay pain and hasten healing.

or

idow of

“COME HOME TO
DINNER WITH ME”
"No, thank you.
Can’t eat with
any comfort now.”
-What? Haven’t you heard about
Dya-pcp-lets? Sure thing for sour
stomach, distress, heartburn and all
Indlgeetion.”
“Do you guarantee them?"
"I certainly do on my own experience and that of many friends.
Always carry a box in my pocket."
"All right! I'll come and enjoy a
good meal once more.”
Dys-pep-lets are making fast
friends of all who try them.

Whitening the Skin.
Regular applications of equal parts
of lemon juice and glycerin after washing do wonders in whitening the skin
and preventing the formation of discoloration murks uikju the neck from
the constant wearing of furs.
The
glycerin helps to keep the skin pleasingly soft also preventing It from getting that harsh, dry, shriveled up appearance which Is so conducive to the
formation of wrinkles on face and
neck.
Zine Ointment For Rod Noes.
A red nose Is often
constitutional, or
the sign of Indigestion, hut more
offen
than not It Is Caused by a too thin skin.
When the latter Is the cause zinc ointment Is a splendid remedy. You should
apply It to the nose every night Yon
will And It does wonders In
hardening
the skin, and In this way the
tendency
to redness will gradually disappear.

YOUR HAIR NEEDS

PARISIAN SAGE
If your hair is full of dandruff, thin,
steaky, dull and never will do up t<>
look pretty, you can almost immediately rent -ve the cause making it
la-antiful, thick and Huffy by the u.-e
of Parisian Sage, one of the most
helpful and invigorating hair and
scalp tonics known.
Paiisian Sage not onlysaves your hair
hut furnishes the nourishment needed
to make it grow long, abundant, and
radiant with life, just one application removes every trace of dandruff
aud stops scalp itch—>our hair liecon,es soft and Huffy with an incomparable gloss, beauty and charm.
Y'ou cannot be disappointed with
this harmless and delicately perfumed
touic, and it coats but a trille at tl. -V,

Panther's.

MAKE YOUR CASH WORK
This bank not only affords unquestioned protection for savings, blit
adds to all depoaita at a liberal rite
of interest.
M

Hancock Co. Savings Bank, Ellsvf.rib

-r1

FaEkT
HAIR

|
I

BA

A toilt-t prrp*r»U
Hrlp« to

ForfUstortec

B««uty to Gray oi
60e. At>d
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attertisments.

Children Cry for Fletcher’s

The Kind Yon Have Always Bought, and which has been
In use for over SO years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his pet*
sonal supervision since Its Infancy.
/jP
Allow no one to deceive yon In this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-good ” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health at
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

i

What is CASTORIA
Castorla is

a harmless substitute for Castor OH, Pare*
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its ago is Its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness.
For more than thirty years It
has been In constant use for the relief of Constipation,
Flatulency, Wind Colic, all Teething Troubles and
It regulates the Stomach and Bowels,
Diarrhoea.
assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natural Sleep.

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

CASTORIA

GENUINE

ALWAYS

Mighty Arches Mark Huge Court of the Universe*
Arch of the Rising Sun. Court of the Universe, Panama-Pacific International Exposition, San Francisco. This Is the grand central court of the Exposition,
nno by 500 feet, with a companion arch, the Arch of the Setting Sun. at the west portal. Each arch, with Its sculptured groups, symbolical of the nations of
the east and west. Is 188 feet In height.

In Use For Over 30 Years
The Kind You Have Always Bought

The engine
air compressor tank. On
the opening day, Feb. 20, President Wilson
started the wheels at the exposition with
a wireless spark
from Washington, and
the Diesel engine began operation under
but the
the impetus of the fame sparic

position of ten years ago.

KXPOSITION IjKTTKK.

starts

To Illustrate Proareea at a Decade
the Scheme of Show(.
(From T*« AMtilrsK’i special
correspondent. |

imposition

with

an

—

world’s exposition, and Ssn Francisco
may well (eel proud that after the short
period of nine years after her terrible
calamity, she is able to present to the
world this greatest of all the expositions.
And the best of it is, this has been accomplished without aid from outside the
state of California, not one cent of government money either being sought for or
tendered, and the promoters of this vast
enterprise claim it will be, and now is, entirely self-supporting, and may even pay
interest on the money invested.
Many eastern people are coming, but I

April 17—To-day San Francisco is re- air compressing starter which the current
viewing with pardonable pride, the nine released was filled in *9t. Louis and
years that baa pasaed since the city was shipped to San Francisco, in order that
laid low by earthquake and fire. Nothing something more than sentiment should
could better illustrate the indomitable unite the American exposition of to-day
spirit of the West, of San Francisco, than and tb% exposition of ten years ago.
the picture spread out hero now—a world’s
In sharp contract to this ultra-efficient
exposition, pronounced by ill visitors, as power generator, the famous Babcock wish there might be more, for it is too
to
be
the
as
well
Californians,
great- “Centennial” engine, that in its day bad for any person who can do so to miss
est expoaition the world has ever known, marked a distinct advance in the field of this exposition. 1 sometimes wonder if
and
financed and built
successfully pow’er, as does the Diesel engine of to-day, the people back home realize just what a
opened and conducted within less than a has been purchased by the builders after : privilege is before them. Why, just to
decade from the time when San Francisco it had been in service fifty years, and is | visit California at this season of the year,
wa- a smouldering heap of ruins.
displayed at the exposition for its his- is an education in itself, and to have the
To an Easterner, or any visitor who has toric worth in the history of power de- added attraction of the best of this and
not seen this gradual growth, the city
many foreign nations' displayed at this
velopment.
seem to be a crime,
presents no unusual marks of either fire
It is particularly appropriate that the “Jewel City”, it would
earthquake. San Francisco has not, to
any great extent, the broken sky line of
New York. It is much more like Boston
in that respect, having the great advantage over the latter city of well-laid-out

or

All

street*.

tially

built

buildings

the

are

California should take
exposition
especial pains with its horticultural and
The state of sundoricuitural section.
shine, fruits and dowers in consequence
held

has

substan

and the streets wide.

Market

runs

urbs,

all other

tion.

But

to

return

to the

exposition.

Since

Feb. 20 of this $50,000,000
Panima-Pacific International exposition,
there has been an unprecedented attendance.
The 2,000,000 mark was reached in

opening

on

thirty daya. Daily‘average of
50,000 has been maintained since that,
on days of special events, running

and

In the streets of Ellsworth the lesser number of 50,000 would
be quite a noticeable congestion, but here
at this wonderfully iaid-out “City of
into the 80,000.

Jewels”,

where

miles of aisles

there are twenty-seven
the various exhibition

in

buildings,eleven palaces, forty-eight state
buildings, not counting the buildings of
foreign nations, miles and miles (1 have
really forgotten the exact number) of
streets surrounding and dividing these
palaces, it takes quite a few thousand to
make the place look at all lively—and it
has never yet been anything like filled to

cannery,
in full

set

in

up

this

not

to

avail

oneself

of

the

opportunity.

COUNTYNEWS
SOUTH
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PENOBSUol?

reason

for the

exposition

the presentation of the world in
brief for men and women too busied with
their individual affairs to keep pace with
the decade’s advance.
At the Philadelphia Centennial in 1876
the dominating feature was the Bell telephone. With the Buffalo exposition came
the steam turbine. Bt. Louis featured the
“Old Reliable” Corliss engine, as a signal
At the
advance in power generation.
Panama-Pacific International, one finds
wireless telegraphy and telephony, the
aeroplane and the Diesel engine in power
generation.
The world has moved very swiftly during the past decade. That is one of the
contributing features making the exposition a source ot inspiration fand interest
to keen men and women who desire some
sort of a panoramic progress. The Diesel
engine is one of the principal attractions
in Machinery hall. An interesting feature
of this
engine is one that links the western
air of California and the Panama-Pacific
exposition with the mighty 8t. Louis ex-

exhibits,

Lord of

many

where

Puiset,

Janmlle,

near

Your Pocket-Krssfe, the Be.^t
Tobacco-Cutting Machine
Because it cuts the tobacco off the plug as you use it
■—insuring you fresh tobacco for every pipeful. Real tobacco flavor depends upon the leaf being preserved in its
natural state, possible only by pressing the leaves into plug
form and keeping it in by covering it with a natural leaf
wrapper. The natural flavor and strength of tobacco

first of the

family to become a Crusader. By Adelaide
he nad one child.
He went to England and fought at the
battle of Hastings, under Duke William,
1066, and

was

rewarded

advanced

him

by

the

escape when cut or granulated.
Take a Plug of Sickle that is even thoroughly dried out
so that when you whittle it off it crumbles into dust, but it
will bum and smoke smooth and cool as it has all of its original tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in Plug Form.

Conqueror,

to the earldom

of

Arrundel, being properly
the earldom of Sussex, and afterward to
Chichester and

operation. The
visited this exhibit they were

shown

Erastus Murch, of Hampden, is visiting
son Jesse.

bis

Miss Ethel

the earldom of
In

Whittling

1087 be

Hutchins has employment at

I

Aril fit* I

rum

laese

low

Ml

iimiij'

distinct advances in

showing
during the past

decade,

uibjiibjo

horticulture

a

pipeful is little*trouble, amply repaid
quantity. Try this experiment and

in both quality and
judge for yourself.

there

May

are, ol

course, complete and comprehensive exhibits and displays by the countries of
the world of their flora and fruits.
In the Palace of Liberal Arts, color
photography is made the subject of dis-

The succession fell to Aruaud de Montgomerie, called Earl of Pembroke, greatgrandson of a son of the first Earl Roger

betts, of Holbrook island.

3._L.
NORTH HANCOCK.

Mrs. M. B. Joy visited in Bangor

days

of
a

few

strate the

principles

of

It is

education.

shown In the very important place it
occupies in educational work.
the

now

most

An attempt to give even
skeletonized review of the tens of thousands of exhibits would not be possible.
There

are some

that

naturally, by

reason

greater value invested, or higher interest in the article
In
attract more attention than others.
the palace of machinery, for instance, the
exhibit by the United States government
of naval and military armament is a fresh
and steady attraction. Another advanced
exhibit in the palace of liberal arts is the
manufacture of artificial limbs, these
members having been improved to the
of

greater

floor

years of age.
sens—Julien, of this
twelve

She leaves three

place; Osraand,

of

Marlboro, And Ernest, of Guilford, and
two daughters—Misses Dora and Lillian,
c f Bar Harbor.
The funeral was held at
.he home Sunday afternoon. Interment
at Town Hill.

area,

NORTH LAMOINE.
Mrs. Daniel Champion and two children, Hollis and Doris, of Lawrence,
Mass., are expected to-day from Castine,
where she has visited her Bister, Mrs. J.
W. Bowden.
George H. Coggins, who has spent the
Cambridge, Mass., with his
daughter, returned last week from Southwinter in

with west Harbor, where he has spent several
degree where the person equipped
them is able to use the Angers, toes and.; weeks with bis daughter, Mrs. Robie Nor-

joints about as readily and as use- wood, who accompanied him on his refully as though those partB were natural. turn home.
*
Y.
The protectograph, for check protection,
May 3.
has been carried to a degree of perfection
Hunters’ Paradise.
which makes the erasing and forging of
Sportsman—Is the hunting good
checka an impossibility.
here?
Guide—Yep; better than the
maflndin’.—Columbia Jester.
The development of agricultural
chinery, the study of advanced methods
other

enrichment proculture and
intensive and dry farming, and
the competitive array of agricultural products, combine to give the palace of agriculture a steady stream of visitors.
of

soil

cesses,

These are but a few of the multitude of
exhibits featured at this greatest of all

Shrewsbury,

White Man With Black Liver.
The Liver is a
blood purifier.
It was
thought at one time it was the seat of the
passions. The trouble with most people is

that their Liver becomes black because of impurities in the blood due to bad physical
state, causing Biliousness, Headache, Dizzi,oesa and Constipation.
Dr. King’s New Life
Pills will clean up the Liver, and give you
new life. 26c. at your Druggist.

who resisted the

tions of King Henry I,

was

usurpa-

banished, and

Ireland a. d. 1100, w'here he
Safraoth, daughter of Murtaugh
O’Brien, king of Munster. Their son Philip,
born 1101, settled in Scotland, married Lady
Margaret Dunbar, daughter of Caspaterick,
went

last week.

R. H. Williams, of Franklin, is visiting
at Clarence Stratton’s.

—

success is the

to

county,

who

play. After fifteen years of work and the
Harry RollFns, of Baogor, was a weekexpenditure of thousands of dollars, the end guest of D. W. Springer and wife.
suchave
IJastman laboratories
Anally
Misses Oladys and Linnie Tracey, of
ceeded in photographing directiy in colors
Franklin, were recent guests of Mrs, C. E.
color
from
and in printing color negatives
Qoogins.
plates. Thus far the process is confined
Frank Preble, who been confined to the
to glass plates only, and not to Alms.
house the past few w'eeks with inflammacapacity.
There is no department at the extory rheumatism, is out again.
One thing above others insures tpe con- I
position, and scarcely a state building or
ANON.
May 3.
tinued success of the exposition. No visi- I foreign pavilion, which does not make use
tor has left disappointed. One bears only of the motion picture as a feature of in|
SALISBURY COVE.
the highest praise.
Distinguished guests struction. States and nations use it to
Elba Am widow of Samuel N. Emery,
from all parts of the world have been
historical occasions and
scenes,
portray
J
at the home of her son,
unanimous in declaring that the reality i features of industrial life.
But in the died Thursday
exceeds the most enthusiastic notice of the palace of education the moving picture Juli< n Emery, at the age of eighty-three
Death followed an illness of but
exposition’s friends and supporters.
is utilized for the first time at any ex- years.
Education in its broadest sense has been position—or at least the use of it is made a few days of grip. Mrs. Emery was born
the theme o^tbe exposition builders— more definite and
to demon- at Beech Hill, but bad lived here since
practical
education in the material progress of the
world for the past decade. The rule was
made at the start that any article entered
for award must have been produced since
the Bt. Louis exposition, only ten years
ago. This has resulted in a vast interest
in the eleven major palaces, where so far
as practicable
every exhibit is shown in
action. The reason for the exposition’s

families in
Hancock
descendants of this famous family reside.
Koger de Montgomerie was in Neustria
in the north of France before the coming
of Kollo the Dane, a. d. 912.
Koger de Montgomerie, of the sixth
generation from the Koger above named,
was Count of Montgomerie and Viscount
of Exmes, in Normandy.
He married,
1048, Mabel, daughter of William de
Talvas, Count of Belesme and Alencon, to
whose large estate be succeeded in 1070.
By this wife he had nine children.
He married for a second wife Adelaide,
daughter of Everhard, Signeur of Puiset,
son of Hugh, the first of the name, and
terest

—

less than
over

experts

almost,

Family from Which Richardsons,
of Mt. Desert, Trace Descent
The history of the Montgomeries of
England, Ireland and Scotland is of in-

Shrewsbury.
participated in an unsuccessful company
against William Rufus.
canning asparagus, and visitors were the Mitchell house.
Late in life he entered holy orders and beshown the entire process of canniug and all
Mrs. Julia Littlefield has gone to Buckcame a monk of the abby of St. Peter and
preparation, such as cleaning and pack- Held for a short visit.
St. Paul. He died July 27, a. d. 1094.
ing. Just now' we are enjoying the vegeThe male line of descent through his
Effie, little daughter of Dex’.er Littletable at its best, and when I see huge
Robert, Hugh, Roger
Held, is staying a few weeks- with Mrs. four oldest sons
for
“two
six
of
in
it
markets,
pounds
piles
and Philip—failed with William de MontPerkins.
I wish I Jennie
bits” (or twenty-dve cents),
count of
Porthier and MontMrs. Percy Perkins and family spent the gomerie,
might invite all my eastern friends for a
about a. d. 1221.
week-end with her sister, Mrs. Lewis Tib- gomerie,
luncheon.
is

last time I

short visit.

of horticulture that

superior of any similar conany previous world’s exposi-

model

A

palace,

Market street at angles, so tbit one
readily finds one’s way about, even in a
into

the

palace

servatory at

straight out into the subprincipal car lines running

street

a

declare the

in

THE MONTGOMERIES.

to

married

Earl of Dunbar and March.
great-grandson, Robert Montgomerie, became on the death of William, Count of Porthier and Montgomerie,
above-mentioned, the chief of the Montsecond

Kirt'KRY TO CARIBOU.

Their

gomeries.

He

dying

Frank K. PeLand, aged forty, of South

Portland, died Thursday
ceived by being gored by
few’ days before.

without

issue, was
succeeded by his brother. Sir John Montgomerie, whose great-grandson. Sir John
Montgomerie, married, a. d. 1316, Elizabeth, daughter of Sir Hugh Eglinston, of
Eglinston, and came into large possessions

in

Hugh

in

Ayersbire

on

the death of

a

injuries

re-

vicious bull

a

Walter E. Jacobs, aged seventy-two
years, of Thomaston, fell from a pier into
the river Thursday. He was alive when
taken from the water, but died soon afterward.

Sir

1374.

The body
Lincoln, was
Wednesday
struck by a

He was succeeded Dy ms second son,
Sir John, who was one of the chiefs of the
Scottish army w hich invaded England in
140*2 and taken prisoner at Halidon hill,
and afterward attached to the court of St.
Janies I, of Scotland.
He was succeeded by his son. Sir
Alexander, who also served under King
James 1 and also under his successor, a
He became the first
councilor.
ord Montgomerie about January 31, a.
d. 1448 9, aud died before October 14, a.
d. 1465.
King Janies H bad conferred
upon him the bailliary of Cunningham,
which caused a feud between the Montgomeries aud Cunninghams.
He was succeeded by his grandson, Sir
Alexander, as second Lord Montgomerie.
Hugh Montgomerie was created third
Lord of Eglinston by King James IV,
a. d. 1508.
earl of
Hugh Montgomerie, fourth
Eglinston, great-great-grandson of the
first Alexander, was shot by the CunningHis son became fifth earl and died
hams.
without issue. He resigned his earldom
1611 in favor of his cousin, Sir Alexander
Seaton, son of his Aunt Margaret, Countess
of Winton, in prejudice of his cousin, Sir
Neil Montgomerie of Laiusbaw, the legal
So the earldom was lost to the
heir.
Montgomeries, because the mother of Sir

of

“Big Charity”,

found

near

a

Pole, of

the railroad

night,

after

train.

There

having
are

last

been

circum-

stances which lead to the suspicion that
thfe man may have been murdered and the
body placed on the track to hide the

People Like Pie

crime.

Erivate

governor ana council last rnursaay
removed from office five chief inland fish
and game wardens, who have served for
a number of years—George W. Boss, chief
warden of Washington county; Frank
Durgin, chief warden of Somerset county;
F. Ray Neal, chief warden for the counties
of Waldo, Knox, Lincoln and Sagadahoc;
Charles W. Jones, chief warden of the
counties of Kennebec and Androscoggin,
and I). L. Cummings, chief warden for
southern Aroostook. The successors to
the wardens, who have been removed,
not, as yet, been appointed,

Especially when the crust
is the crisp, flaky, tender
kind that William Tell
makes—the digestible, whole-

The

ciust that brings everyback for a second piece.

some
one

They like William Tell cake
just as well, and William Tell

t

I

bread, biscuits and muffins.
The reason ? Ohio Red Winter
Wheat and a special process of
milling obtainable only in
(27)

|

eph Pooler, aged fourteen, of Washburn, was literally devoured by hogs last
week, nothing but the skeleton remain-

ing

Neil was a Cunningham.
The American Montgomeries and the
Mt. Desert Richardsons trace descent from
the second ton of Sir Neil.
married
Jane Montgomerie
Stephen
in v Londonderry,
Richardson
Ireland,
about 172—, coming to this country a. d.
1733. Jane Richardson was an aunt of
Gen. Montgomerie, who was killed at

when the

j»ody

was

discovered.

Be-

of domestic

disagreement, young
Pooler had left home a few days before,
but continued to hang about the place
and sleep in the barn. He had not been
seen since Sunday.
It is supposed he fell
through the loose poles of the hayloft

cause

into

Quebec.
“I suffered habitually from constipation.
Doan’s Kegnlets relieved and strengthened
the bowels, so that they have been regular
ever since.”—A. E. Davis, grocer,
Sulphur
Springs, Tex.—Advt.

from

the hog-pen in the basement of the

barn,
able

|
!

injured by
defend himself

and
to

was

the fall and unfrom the hogs.

Possibly he was killed or rendered unThe tragedy was
conscious by the fall.
not discovered until Wednesday morning.
The coroner’s jury expressed the opinion
that he was killed by the tall.

WtUTOO.tlK,
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loan a bank

"""II

“money-catching”,

ne

who desire
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if ever had a
gruesome death to reoord than
that of the Washburn lad who was devoured by hogs last week.
Maine has seldom

more

Trans-Atlantic

figure

that

the

steamship
European

4275,000,000

save

people by shutting
John

Bunny,

to

owners

will

war

the American

off tourist travel.

the famous comedian
dead, but thanks

of the “monies”, ia
to the invention of
his smile still lives

moving pictures,
to spread its jovial

thie year, there waa a large attendance
from various sections interested.
Though tbe governor and council did not
assume this authority, those attending the
done

shared by the other two members of the commission, and he says
in his letter of resignation: “I believe

policy of the majority of the commission is contrary to the intent of
the law, contrary to tbs desires and
wishes of the great majority of our
the

tended tbe bearing.
Tbe direct route from Bangor to Ellaworth had many supporters, bat through
some oversight, or perhaps because of a
fuller knowledge of the purpose ot the
hesming, friends of the western routs
through Hancock county were not prerent.
Those from Hancock county who spoke
for the Bangor- Ellsworth route were W.
H. Sherman and Sep. Morrison, of Bar
Harbor, and H. F. Maddocks, ot Ella-

and contrary to a sound, economic business policy, and I am unwilling to longer lend my taoit con-

people,

sent to such a

policy.”

Summed up, Mr. Nelson’s contencommission is
tions are
that the
not paying proper attention to the
equitable division of the State highway
money among the counties; that no
general plan for the expenditure of
the entire *2,000,000 from the bond
issue has yet been made, but instead

worth.

Hancock county’s apportionment of the
State highway money this year is only
$10,000, tbe large expenditures on State
highway work last year making the
amount available for thia year small.
Chairman Nelson, ot the Stale highway
oommiation, addressed the meeting at
some length.
He admitted errors in the
first year’s work, attributing thia largely
to tbe haphazard way in which the apportionment for the different counties waa
made.
He thought tbe entire amount
available from the bond issue should lint
have been apportioned among tbe different counties, end then, treating each
county aa a unit, tbe commission could
have entered upon tbe work to better ad"Bat these things have been
vantage.
done," he said, “and oannot be undone.
The next best thing is to start right now—
to find a basis for division among ths
counties, to charge each county with the
amonnt already expended, and then to
plan work for the balances available daring 1816,1818 and 1917.”
Mr. Nelson said further that be believed
the expenditures, so far made, have been
at too great aa average rate per mile.
”What the State of Maine needs most in
the development of a highway system is
to improve ||i roads in a moderate and
reasonable way, making them first safe
for travel, and in doing this in the most
economical manner consistent with substantial work, and tben keep this improvement up by a constant system of
petrol maintenance. Tbe State cannot

few isolated sections of road are being rebuilt in an expensive and extravagant manner, and that these
sections have cost two to three times
a

what

they

shculd.

Mr. Nelson's views are shared by a
majority of the taxpayers of the
State.
COUNTY OOSSIP.
Tbe lobster law referendum petitiona
are being dietribated along the cosat, and
are

The democratic

State administra-

being pretty generously signed.

Tbe town of Mt. Desert is now wide
open to automobiles, bat tbe roads, barely
settled from frost and moistened by fre-

discovered another plum
quent rains, operate against any great
tree. Last week the five chief game
rash of the “buzz wagons” to this new
wardens of the State were removed to field.
make room for democrats. Ob, well!
Hancock county poultry men most look
still
_

Republican*

go

may

bunting.

This is, officially, “clean up and
paint-up” week. It is well to observe
the week industriously, but don’t try
to do it all in one week.

There are
fifty-one other weeks in the year
when a little celebration of the same
kind might not come amiss.
After all, there's only one side to
this State highway question, and that

is, better roads.

We’re all on that

side, and all this pulling and hanling
is merely a question of methods and
locations.

We need a few more getlike that at Augnsta

together meetings
last week.

Massachusetts politics present the
rather remarkable spectacle
of a
former democratic governor urging a
former progressive candidate for governor to accept the republican nomination for governor, while the presdemocratic governor declares that
the same progressive would also make
ent

a

their laarels. Here’s a Dexter man
claims to have hatched eighteen chicks
His explanation is
from thirteen eggs.
that some of the eggs mast have been
double-yoiked, as he declares there were
only thirteen eggs in the neat the day before the chicks hatched oat.
who

to

pretty good democratic candidate.

It is expected that there will be a
contest in the republican primaries
in June, 1916, for the nomination as

representative
Congress in opposition to Cong. McGillicuddy. Among
those mentioned as possible candidates are Col. E. C. Plummer, of Bath;
to

Cjtus

R. Blanchard, of Wilton; Wallace R. White, jr., of Lewiston; S. T.
Kimball, of Rockland, and Harold M.
Sewall, of Bath.
Former

both from point of attendance snd the
interest evinced by thoee present.
The modern end specious barn—the barn
which shelters high-blood.d stock snd
other equipment of s progressive farmer,
carved as tbe center of operations, wherein
were gathered 108 farmers, many of whom
hsd oome a distance of over fifteen miles
tumix with other farmers, all interested
In a common cense—to get a little inspiration that would help them to pat more
“punch” Into their work, and to catch a
few practical ideee which they coaid carry
back home and sqt at work for greeter
profit* on the farm—the minute they got
there.
Too much credit can not be given the
agitation committee, composed of J. O.
Jordon, of Otis; George Parsons, of MariavUle; Oscar Staples, ol Ellsworth Falls;
Vernon Haslem, of Waltham; Hiram
Dsnico, of Mloulln, and Martin A. Garland, of Lakewood, in whose mind the
idea of inch a meeting first originated, end
whose untiring efforts snd hospitality
wars very largely responsible for the day
being made really worth while.
The instructing force was composed of
G. N. Worden, dlractorof Hancock county
farm demonstrations, N. C. Sberwood, ot
tbs University ot Maine animal industry department, and W. L Gordon repre-

bearing were given opportunity to air
their particular views before the State
highway commissioners, who also at-

influence around the world.

tion has

congressional

speaker

of the Maine House of Representatives
and
1887-9,
attorneygeneral 1889-1893. Congressman Littlefield was well known in Hancock

county, especially in Ellsworth, where
his law business, while he was located
in Rockland, frequently brought him.
That more than 100 farmers should
brave the weather and the roads of

Monday
for

day,

to assemble
ar Lakewood
farm
demonstration field

the
was

a

demonstration in

itself

that the spirit of better farming is
abroad in Hancock county, and of
the effective work being done by the
director of farm demonstrations for
this
Last

county,

George

X.

Worden.

a
great part of Mr.
work was in getting acwith the farmers, the farms

year

Worden’s

quainted
and farming
tory.

conditions in bis terriThat he has, to a marked de-

gree, won the confidence of the farmers, without which no demonstrator
do effective work, is apparent.
This year’s work promises big results.
can

Chairman Nelson Resigns.
'That the matter of State highways
is a vital topic in Maine was indicated

by the attendance at the
fore the governor and

bearing

be-

council at
Augusta last week, though it is true
that many of those present went with
the idea that the governor and connoil would have something to say about
wbdre this year’s work would be done,
instead of simply apportioning the
amounts to be expended in each

county.

Following closely os the heels of
this masting, at which Chairman Nelson. of the Slate highway commission,
admitted mistakes in the first year’s

i

n 11 i t i i t
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Old Reliable MUSIC STORE!
ESTABLISHED

fcscbines, TyS»*?i7e™
**>

Always Reliable,

ii

CLEMENT, gS !
*-^r.1.77,

s. J.

Inrorante

zakt

fai

HOTEL^nd

PROPERTY at BLUEHILL

MAIL OONTRACT8.
House

of Pendleton

Singe

consisting

11 very gear, wagon and harnesses, together
with an assignment, upon proper security, of
msil contracts expiring July 1, W»7.
over IMDO annually In addition to the e*press sod passenger receipts and the livery
business. Also one motor truck (bv Itself or
Hotel, twenty
with the otbei property)
famished rooms and all necessary equipment, also for sale with the above property.
Terms a surprise to prospective purchasers.
Free access to alt books showing expense and
income. Address, Kdvaxo E. Cbasu, Ellaworth, Maine.

paying

Mender

or John
east

Judging,

place,

Admitted

weight 1000, perfectly
adapted to light work
tiled at 19 High

HORSE:

sound snd well
YOUNG
be

driving. May
street. Ellsworth.

I*** 8
*!*•>* «

'j!* «

robber-tired boggy, one
horses
sleigh. Inquire of C. 8. Cottlu k Hon.
Ellsworth. Me.

TWO

were analysed and scored, their
strong md week points being brought
out, emphasis being laid on those points
denoting quality and productiveness in

animal.
The
^smuustration
ing proved ol greet

BOAT,

Apply
MOTOR
St, Ellsworth.

.•

an

in

milk

interest,

end

be
to 8.9
to

i.imjr*

ELLSWORTH.

op LOMDOM, anotASD.
ASSETS. DEC. 31. mi.
Stocks and bonds.
I;,..-..
Cash la oBe* aad bank.

uJS!!

2r2!*

Atents’ balances,

Interest and rents.
Orom assets.
Deduct turns sot

Jt«S

Biaebin,
RELIABLE

^VN. W'A'N, V*

and active

man

or

woman

In

Buckspon and Ellsworth to
clubs.
organise
neighborhood
magazine
Members receive their favorite magazines at Hi
less than the regular price and pay monthly.
New plan. Work of organizing pleasant and
highly profitable and can be done in spare
time. Regular monthly income. In rep ylng
give qualification* and reference. Maaastvs
Company, Box 145. Times Square Station, New
York City.

j

'll*-AI TRESSES, chambermaids, kitchen.
dish and laundry help, women cooks
v?
for first-class reliable hotels in
Maine.
Apply always to Maims Hotol Aoawcv, 90
Main St.. Bangor. Me. Established $5 years.
Tel- connection.
ONCE—Man !o book orders for fruit
Whole or part
Attractive
pay to the
hustler. Honks C'hass Co., Auburn. Me.
and ornamentals.
\T tree*
time
Outfit tree.

j

TO

energetic, ambitious, active man to establish permanent business
Health
and Accident Insurance. Immediate cash return* and future
Addreaa National Casualty CotlPAXY. Detroit. Mich.

AN

LIABILITIES,

DEC.

shore

at East
rooms,

Hurry,
large
piazxa; fine view-, good
Stamixt, “The Meadows."
5

bathing. B. 8.
Harry Road, Ellsworth.
over

Total

goodly

3’J

liabilities,

irmu

Company.

Aernta'balances.
Bill* receivable.
All other avaeu.

Himn

23JTS

Oro« raw.
Detail Item. aot admitted.

imw«

Admitted aaaata.
HWtjrrt
LI ABILITIES. DEC.JLI.il.
Net unpaid loaaea.
I 'Tijtta
Unearned premium*.
$7\m: d
Ail other liabilities,
»sroa
Cash capital,
:*.«*
Surplus over all liabilities.
rriASf

and

The Iraoranee

Compsnj of
|Vnu«) ivauia.

the

vat*

vf

ASSETS. DEC. tl. 1914.
Real estate,
* VKMW
Mortgage loans,
e:iM*
Slocks and bonds,
3.MM44*
Caah in office and bank,
:u.«.9!i
Agents' balances.
interest and rents.
.C**»
Ail other assets.
i*.‘A:«5
Uroes assets,
Deduct items not admitted.

$ i.3»jr T.

13.791,1®*

LIABILITIES, DEC. SI,
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capita),
Surplus over all liabilities.

lillC

# v-x*
;..

'*
> m?#

TJ&n

l.ouo.a&tt
S-LJM64

1.79U9S*

Total liabilities and surplus,
f
M. B. HOLMES. Agent.
ELLSWORTH. ME

tjnlnejr Mat uni Fire Insurant*- Company-

> curts.

wciwcy. VASSACHUitm.

Kulsa Turkeys in Maine. A
woman who ia raising them by hundreds tells J net how she does it and how yon
can. ia the Pine Tree Poultry Herald, best
poultry and pet stock paper in the world.
Ham pie copy and 25c coupon free. HERALD,
Box 8 Belfast. Maine.

The program

|

ELLSWORTH. ME.

ASSETS, DEC. 31, 191C

Mortgage loans,

53,21®*

I

Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds.
Caah in office and bank.
Agents'balances.
Intereat and rents,

grafting.
M7.il**
ended with an interesting demonstration
tM**2
I--4**
in the nee of a milking machine, by Colin
M"*
;
P.
of
Davie,
representing the EmDexter,
cock
work
done
on his lobster
man
Cod
at
the
having
preached
Episco| Bishop
Groaa
Trwe
assets,
Herald
won
a*
hot
'**JJ
Cream
poultry
pire
Separator Co.
Deduct items not admitted.
in competition with » poultry publicapal chapel Sunday forenoon, and confirmed pound, came home for the week-end.
PINE
Tbe comment of one farmer in leaving tions. Are
It? It not. write for
you
reading
C.
! a class of fifteen, also celebrated the holy
May 3.
j
trf.Mtt*
Admitted aaaeta.
copy and 25c coupon free. HERALD,
expressed pretty well tbe sentiment of •ample
communion.
Box 8 Belfast, Maine.
LIABILITIES. DEC. 81. 191®
SOUTH SURRY.
tbe entire gathering. Be said: *‘I cam*
May 3.
8 -1*5212
Net unpaid loaaea,
__N.
here to learn smnetbing to-day
some^
A few violets have been found in bloom.
Unearctd premiums.
7*
Eejjal llsttaa,
THENiON.
All other liabilities.
that I thought might help me—and
MR*
Mrs. E. M. Curtis, who has bad pneu- thing
over all liabilities.
Surplus
I’m mighty glad I came.”
Frank Spratt, of Bar Harbor, spent a monia, is still
NOTICK
OF
FOKKCLOSt'ltE.
very poorly.
$n8%tn d
Total liabilities and surplus,
few days last week at his farm here.
j. nutter
and wmian j.
The dsnermen who have completed
Henry
Nutter, both ol Brookllo. Hancock
Titfe Insurance..
MINNIE K. HOLMES, BLLBWOKTH. MB.
school
will
Miss Natalie Young’s
give their weirs are catching a few dsh.
county. Maine, hereby *1». public notice Ihet
Helreaa—Do you examine titles?
FRED 0. LYNAM A CO-. BAR H tKBOK «£•
1
they have a claim by mortgage upon certain
the school bouse Saturday
a concert at
real estate, consisting of a lot or parcel of
Mrs. Wilder, of Newton Center, Mass., ;
ma'am.
<lo,
Lawyer—I
land, with buildings ihereon. in said Brookevening. May 8.
F| KF. MAN’S FUND IN-. f«»
will be at E. M. Cunningham's for a few
Heiress—Well, this U my ttance. Lord iin. bounded
and described as follows, el*.;
May.
May 3.
or san raascisro. CAuroasu.
Beginning at a stake and stones where the
I'd like you to examine
Preserved*.
days.
Center Harbor road connects with the town Incorporated In IMSwe get married.
I’d
title
before
hla
Mrs.
and
son
Lee
are
road
on
the
east
Henry
Bridges
side;
How a Small Boy Makes Love.
tbeuce easterly t>y »akd
Commenced business ta 1868
road thirteen rods to s stake and
bat* to get stung.—Judge.
stones,
Id the American Magazine Ellis Parker coiring to spend the summer with Mrs.
Besnasd Fatmonville. Pres.
thence
southerly parallel with said Center
Harbor
road twelve and one-half rods
Butler writes another small boy story in Bridges as usual.
Louis WiismaM- ?<fc
j May 4.
10
•*••••; thence westerly
Tramp.
V with “D<1.
his new series. In the following extract
Capital paid up In cash
said
parallel
town
road
to
the Center
Sftb*vti**mrru»
ASSETS DECEMBER 81.
Harbor road, and thence by said road to the
the small boy talks about his girl:
*
8
point of beginning, containing
Real estate.
one acre
c r*
*
“Her name is MUly. I haven’t said
iiacrtiarmnus
more or less.
Mortgage loan#,
bald mortgage is from O Frank
4*
anything about marrying her yet—not to
Wakeman, t ollateral loans.
in

1

Total liabilities and surplus.
f2,sM4B7Ti
M. E. HOLMES, Agent

Moore’s

Cun

YOU

all

miumihu, mvmu.xu.
ASSETS. DEC. U, 19U
«ock. and
O.atJBi
boadj.
Cash In office
and Sank,

water

ber went to the crchard for practice work

over

liabilities aad surplus,
laAirjSMt
M. B. HOLMES. A*ent.
ELLS WORTH. ME.

Alliance Insurance

to

Jcptnal

31. itit.

Allmb.rlUlltIm.
Surplus

drug store, vacated
OFFICES
beat and toilet.
by Dr. Qibbs. Hot
E. (J. Moot*. Ellsworth.
Apply

$XMmZ

Admitted assets.

Co it;.
on

tales

admitted,

eaiLanairaiA. nuuttTiVAKu.

GIR L8 WANTED
learn a trade in factory near Boston.
Standard wages. 910.4a per week, (rood
while
learning. For particular* Address
pay
Mi** O'C'OMMoa, Box ISIS. Boston Mass.

cottage
SUMMER
completely furnished;
living-room and

(Tun

Admitted assets.

.-----.—

*^VA/VV\A,'NAAAA/'

per cent, batter fat.
Don’t go to Bar Harbor next Wednesday
It was a pleasure to tbe assembled
expecting to do any business, for that is
termers to have with them at tbe noon
“good roads” day in Eden, and all the
hour their congressmen, Hon John A.
business and professional men of tbe
Peters.
Could bit fellow congressmen
town will be putting in time on road I
afford, at tbe present time, to expend from have seen him there in the middle of that
work. The work this year will be done
five to ten tbouaand dollars per mile upon
barn floor, mounted on s cracker-box,
Last year some- j
on tbe Town Hill road.
its
roads. Tbe
average. expenditure with tbs farmers ail around him, snd
thing like 400 men turned out on good j shonld be
very mnch lees than this, and I coaid
they have beard tbe wav in which
roads day, and a still larger number is ex- j
firmly believe that a less expenditure can he sent home a brief message of better
pected on the job this year. Dinner will : be rendered
and disthoroughly
practical,
snd more progressive farming, their ambibe served to the volunteer crew.
tribute tbe benefits of this bond money to tions would
have been to be Maine farma much greater part of tbe population of
ers, with such s ietder ss be.
SUNSET.
tbe State than will be done under the
Tbe question of tlfslfs ess brought np,
C. W. Spoflord, who has been critically present method ot construction, bat this snd while no seed was tl that time availi ill, is said to be out of danger.
part ol the problem cannot be properly able for
inspection snd inoculation, some
considered until tbe total amount applitlfslfs bay snd roots, sent by Tbomaa
George Davis, with a crew, is at work on
cable to one county is viewed as a amt.
tbe roads and repairing bridges.
Mason, ss grown by bim on bis firm at
When this is done, then 1 believe that
East Orland, proved to be of great inter- !
P. K. Koowlton has netted more tban
from the very nature of the case the averfl,000 this spring so far from his weir. age expenditure will be reduced, because est. Through Ibe efforts of Congressman
Peters, the farmers of tbis district will be
Cole & Small brothers have just got their
the demands from each county will be
furnished seed this season whereby they
weir ready.
such aa to make this imperative.”
will be able to give this crop s trial in the
Mrs. Greeley Small is working for Mrs.
hope bl getting it established on their!
S H. Cole, wtu) has been quite ill.
PROSPECT HARBOR.
farms.
Wallace Stinson left last week on tbe i
Earl Gordon of West Sullivan, baa arAiicr a
passet
ainnr-r, coaniy Agent
yacht with Capt. George Carman, as rived for the season.
Worden orietly explained his work and
steward.
Daniel U. Libby was a guest of relatives purpose in the county, and proceeded
Lymafi Stinson, the R. F. D. carrier, has in Gouldsboro Sunday.
with demonstrations which brought out
art
automobile.
bought
in a different way many important points
Frank L. Wakefield
returned
from
Sadie.
May 3.
regarding cultivation, drainage, etc. Tbe
Presque Isle the drat of tbe week.
method of raising grain free from mustard
SEAL COVE.
Mrs. C. B. Colwell, of South Hancock,
or kale through spraying with
copperas
Mrs. John Pervear is m Brooklin, called spent the week-end with her parents, L. was of unusual
interest, as was also the
there by the death of her husband’s P. Cole and wife.
demonstration in treating seed oats for
Edwin Tracy, of Gouldsboro, has been smut and
| father.
potatoes for scab and other disI Mr. and Mrs. George Stewart are receiv- here the past week working for Mr. Was- I eases.
! ing congratulations on the birth of a gatt, E. W. Bridges and others.
numNotwithstanding the rain a

ME.

Moral Enchants Assurance,

wagon.
Wster

f£Lintrt.

"

Total liabilities aad surplus.
iijSamZ
M. R. HOLMES. Acrnt.

rtOW-New milch cow. Apply to Ralfu B.
CcsnuAN. Ellsworth.

test-

pies brought were found
very good indeed, running trom 3.5
se in

and

McCanrnur,

W.

w.

to

boat

row

”SKatJ

assets.

a

one

ttArPT'

admitted.

tSam!

seen or

or

‘•■•nw

127**

LIABILITIES. DEC. >1. m,.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus oeer all IlabUIUes.

of land and good dwelling house and
of
For particulars laqnlre
Fnnn L. Mason. Ellsworth. Maine, or Joan H.
Dan roam, Foxcroft. Maine.

demonstration in stock
daring which n number of

pruning

Gross assats.
Deduct Items not

so-

Ellsworth.

*

Collateral loons.
Stocks aad bonds,
Cash In otBce aad bank,
A rents' balances.
All other ssssts.

outbuildings.

animals

tbe

lUnunrlenuta Fir.
A8SET8, DEC. 31. itlt
estate.
Mort*s*e loans.

acres

considered.

Then followed

™

side Hurry Road, in
the
called.
THE
Ellsworth, Maine, consisting of about fifteen
on

~

Ateumnu*.

Real

Livery business to Bluehill, Maine,
ALLendproperty
of fifteen hotses, nil stage and

Wra. Okr

•

.'*■*-? r

.mi

the

wen

!

,, , ^

Ke-iJI*****

Alwajs I’p-to-date. Always Alice to Customer.' ,B‘
tercets, Always Guarantee Satisfaction.
NONE BETTER
GOODS ALWAYS HIGH GRADE.
MADR
EASY PAYMENT TEWM« IP DESIRED

1

farms, and in every case tbe soil was f ootid
be acid, eo that forms snd quantities ot
lime to use, method* of application end

*"

ISSS

OMnt MS ImI to (>i<sn Hsiss. IrsnrtMst h Mb Mstte Ess IibhIhb
Sheet Music And Music Book*.
Motocjrcles. Bicycles.
Mscbines, Victor snd Edison fklklmr
Vacuum Cleaners, Post Cards of local risers.

to

costs

—J5

•...

FURNITURE—Ravlog nought nil furniture
Empire Separator Company.
Bluffs, Mt. Desert Ferry, I am
I of Hotel
Tbe first demonstration was in testing offering
It at great bargains, private sale.
■oil for acidity and need of liming. Many Msy be seen at J. H. Mscomber's, cor.
Franklin and Pine streets. Telephone either
samples had been brought from various 54-4 or 89 2 for information. Keane R. Moo a a,

senting

Congressman Charles E.
born April 30.
The ladies’ aid society of the Methodist
Littlefield, of Maine, died Sunday in j daughter,
Arthur Walls and Albert Gray, who are church met in an all-day session, with
a New York hospital,
following an to be
on steamer J. T. Morse,
picnic dinner, with Mrs. J. W. Cole.
operation. Mr. Littlefield represented j left employed
for Rockland.
Monday
j
Capt. George W. Colwell, who is in Hanthe second
district of
Maine from 1899 to 1908, when he resigned and entered the practice of
law in New York. Mr. Littlefield was

aoomiinitnuf.

|

are net

taoacnptton Price—$2.00 a year; $1.00 for tlx
months; SO oents for three months; If paid
strictly In advance, $1 50, 7b and 38 cents
respectively. Single copies S cents. AU arrearages

STATE HIGHWAYS.
FIELD-DAY AT LAKEWOOD.
highway work, and expressed
i i
views whioh proved that he, at least,
Governor and Council Have Hearing Big Gathering of Interested Farmers
was entirely in accord with the views
of
oa Apportionment
at Demonstration.
Money.
of a majority of taxpayers throughout
Largely under the misapprehension that
In spite ot rainy weather and the beerithe State, comes the announcement tbe
governor and council at their meeting est roads of the eeaaon with bat one exof his resignation.
last Wedneaday to apportion tbe State
the Held meeting held at Meedow- ;;
aa
a
came
the
While
resignation
highway money among the different ception,
on
surprise, it is not, paradoxically, sur- counties, were also to designate tbe sec- riew farm, M. A. Garland, manager,
tions ot road upon which work was to be Monday, proved to be a grand success
Nelson’s
views
Cbairmsn
prising.
II
State

_

_

—

_

her

or anybody
but I’ve carried her
books three or four times and I hit her in
the back of the head with a soft snowball,

and 1 guess she likes me too.
snowball back at me when I

She threw
hit

her

thing!"

as

if she

might

be

a

willing

to marry me sometime if I got nerve
enough to ask her when we’re grown up.
I wonder how a fellow gets nerve to ask
them.

1 don't think

I'll

ever

have.”

How She Considered It.
He—So you are going to consider my
She—I do consider It—a
proposal?

jok&-^^I^oi^Glob^DemocralL^
• loo Reward. SlOO
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease that science has beenab^e to cure in all
its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh
being a constitutional disease, requires a
constitutional
treatment.
Catarrh
Hall's
Cnre is taken internally, acting directly
upon the blood and raucous surfaces of the
thereby destroying the foundation
the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building np the constitution
and assisting nature in doing its work.
The proprietors have so much faith in its
curat’ve powers that they offer One Hundred
Dollars tor any case that it fails to cnre.
Send for list of testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY * CO.,Toledo,O.
Sold by all Dregvista. TSc.
Take Hall’s Family Pill far constipation.

3stem.

Great

10 the K11**orth
?li«Silto*am,0,TU.d*
A Building Aaaociation and is dated

Loan
August
■*’reeorded in Hancock county
registry
of deeds, book 481. page 418. and was
assigned
**d Building
El.1,WOr*h
Association to the undersigned, Henry
J. and
W llliam J. Nutter, by instrument
of assignment, dated
April ». mh, recorded in
*•«•*«** of deeds in book 5i4. page 280.
The conditions of said
mortgage have been
by ***«on whereof we hereby g»ve
public notice of our intention to foreclose
and
of tbe same, and give this
notice for the purpose of
effecting foreclosure
Haaav J. Nutts*.
William J. Nutts*.
by Peters A Koowlton, their attorneys.
J
Ellsworth, Maine, May 1,1918.

PARCHKK’S Sl’CCRSS.

Popularity

of

Medicine at Halt

and

then, when I washed her face for her with
You
snow, she just said, 'Ob, George!
mean

G. A.

—

Guarantee

n

Plan

to

,#mW.

Sell

Price and

hIo-

Cure.

G. A. Parc her, the enterprising druggist,
rather then await the ordinary methods

b”^fn’
iofoejosure

introduction, urged the Dr. Howard
Co. to secure a quick sale tor their celebrated specific tor the care ot constipation and dyspepsia by ottering the regular
50c bottle at balf-prioe.
In addition to telling a 50c bottle ot Dr.
Howard’s specific tor 25c, G. A. Parc her
has so much taitb in the remedy that he
ot

NOTICE or

WOMEN

core.

When your head achee, your stomach
does not digest food easily and naturally, ; It take* but an afternoon to earn a beautiful pair of £4 Shoes anyone can do it
when there is constipation, specks be fort*
coati do;bir g to try—a card will bring
!
—

the eyes, tired feeling,
taste in the month, coated

burn,

sour

giddiness,

stomach, roaring

bad

tongue, heart
or

ringing

in

melancholy and liver troubles
Dr. Howard's specific will cure you. If it
the ears,

!
1

does not, it will not coat you s cent.
This latest achievement ot science is
j
bt great value in coring sick headache. !
thousands of women ere today tree from
that painful disease solely through the
bus of thU specific.
I

j

asxotftQtdettiett.
Sid; headache, biliousueea, piles add
bad breath are usually eausea by inactive bowels.
Get a box of Rex all
Orderlies. They set gently and efieo
*"dy. Sold only by oa a* 10 oenta.
E. 6. Moor*.
I

:

conveyed

rods to lot
kbeuce eamerjy «e.c.ty-.i, rod. to lotNo 34No. li
deeded
to
Twynham snd Mercer «h»iw-a
one
•ojtbcrly
hundred and aizlk road,
ol Gilman Jordan
«*« to
Lraniel noottrr, thence
uortherlv aeventvail rode; ibei.ee
we.terly lour
e**w,lv
'<*!«

e.ta,“T

wt'e« Jl'bI«lM*inlth*"CJ
however,

j“m«

a

strip

«*

friSlttSi,

ui‘«
laDd° foruierlyn^
.id,* th—L

the

conditions of
said mortgage
broken, now, therefore
bt
breach of the eoaditiou
lorecioaare ol aaid mortgage

south

side of

have

been

YheiJJT” ZLlml

May s,

»lfcU *“°r**J‘

eialn. a

r.tfSm.

HitSJd
»-;22
_^

•10,iSSS
&SQ,tI

Gros* assets.
Deduct Items not admitted.

f 10.175,
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31. Gl-L
Net unpaid loose*.
8.
Unearned premium*.
;tl‘eu®l
Admitted assets,

*!?•£!*

iranUitie^

All other
Caah capital,

Surplus

over

f£g*
■

all liabilities.

;_.

___•

I13.1TLIM*

Total liabilities and surplus.
M. E. HOLMES. Agent.

ELLSWORTH,

mV

BTU1SS

>V,,'32J
u
1

banks,

Intereat and rente.

ns

Maine bv bis
mortgage deed, dated December 38.
and
recorded!* the Hancock county
registry of
book
deeds,
9a. page i«,
to ** the
w
SSMfiSSi1
northerly seventy-four

Agents'balances.
Bills receivable.

Jordan, of Wal-

countv.

will refund the money to anyone whom it
does not

rOkKCLtim

Edmond H.
WHEREAS.
tham, Hancock

Stocks and bonds.
Chsh in office and

9

MAINE._.

People* National Fire In** Co*

DIUWAttASSETS DEC. SI, 1»1*
*
Beal estate.
OP W1LMINOTON,

*°rtgage loans,

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,
Admitted asset*,
LIABILITIES DEC. SI.
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned preminms,
All other lUbllitisa,
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,

TMbIIUMUUmud ..rpl„,

’’iSjStf
a'Sn

•4,0JfiSS
__

IfH*
*

cS'rS;*A
sal
«iseS*
HKS*

ll.MJ.**"*

A*«nt
BLOEHILL, MB.

J. B. UOBTBLL.

$
000 «

‘.'Ss

Collateral loans.
Stocks sad bond*.
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balance*.
Interest and rents,

1

ftHtrUMBumf.

RETELLING A JOKE
It Seemed
Was

Penny Wise and Pound Foolish
Hard times make every
look to see where she can

save

a

Costly Failure.

After He Studied the Thing Over to
See Where and How He Had Made
Hie Blunder He Sprang It Anew,

of course, is sensible and proper if not carried
too far.

Only to Receive

In the case of food it would be
foolish to attempt to substitute
sawdust for a breakfast food
because it is cheaper.
Everyone
knows sawdust has no food value

a

Staggering Jolt.

Bichard Smith and John Jones were
friends.
They were alike in

great

many respects, bnt there waa this difference between them—that Smith was
an ardent churchman and waa Inclined
to take things seriously, while Jones
did not go to church very often and

and its use would be a
positive
detriment to the health.

The difference in cost of a
pan of biscuits or of a cake made
with Royal Baking Powder as comwith

cheap alum or phosof lime powders is about one
cent, which is surely too small an
amount to warrant the risk.

COUNTRY PRODUCE.
Creamery butter, %.
Dairy batter, ft.

88340

80 385
Fresh eggs, dos.
28*25
Fowl, lb.
20*22
26 328
Chickens, ft.
Hay, loose, ton.
$14.000316.00
VEGETABLES.

Potatoes, bu.
Beets, ft...
Cabbage, ft.
Onions, ft.
Turnips.
Parsnips, ft...
Cranberries, qt.
Celery, bunch.
Spinach, pk.

50
02
04

of the

is

25&28

conversation drifted around to this difference between them.
Smith had
been telling Jones that his course was
all wrong and that he ought to change
his views and go to church, giving his
reasons therefor. To this Jones listened attentively and seemed much Im-

Sugar, granulated, ft.
powdered.
yellow.
Coffee, ft.

lightenment.”

On the Road
vast number
significant
THIS
stamina, power, service, speed, comfort

FRUIT.

Strawberries.

"Your argument seems very logical,”
said Jones when Smith had paused,
"but,” with a twinkle In his eye,
"there’s one point you did not mention which has just occurred to me
and on which I sbonld like a little en-

100,000 Indian Twins

05 §08
02
06
10
20
80

One day these two friends happened
to be strolling along together, when the

pressed.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.
New York

Following are retail prices:

25380

inclined to take everything mors

lightly.

food.

Flour hM shown another advance daring the week. A still farther advance is
looked for the coming week, but the
market ia very nndercain.
Eggs are
•trong at 23 to 26 cents.

Lemons, dos.
Oranges, dos.
Apples, pk.

was

Royal Baking Powder, which is
made from cream of tartar, adds
only healthful qualities td the

pared
phate

Easy, but the Attempt

SO THE VICTIM TRIED AGAIN.

woman

which,

money,

Sttnttainunt*

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

25*40
16320

and

universal popularity

of the

TWIN CYLINDER

A FEW STAPLES.
7
10
7

&ndim Motocycle

80088

Tea, ft.
40365
Molasses, gal.
45365
MEATS AND PROVISIONS.
Beef, ft.
25340
Veal, ft.
18380
Lamb, ft.
18325
Salt pork, ft.
15
15
Lard, ft.
FLOUR, FEED AND GRAIN.
Flour, bbl.
39.00 89JM)
9.50 310.00
fancy brands, bbl.
cracked
or
180
Corn, bag,(wnole,
meal,
Shorts, mixed feed and middlings,
1.7531.80
188
Oats, bag(?ibu).

Master of Them All

Supreme in every phase of motorcycling, offering the
finished development of 14 years’ engineering research, 9 great Basic Innovations and 20 important
refinements—the predominant machine of 1915 is the
Indian Twin.
No work is too hard for the Indian. Its control is
It has tremendous endurance qualities. It

perfect.

<

"What Is ltr said Smith.
“I’ll be
has wonderful power to surmount the most adverse
very glad to explain It If I can.”
Frame eliminates
road conditions. The Cradle
“It la this.” replied Jones.
"How
and vibrations of the roughest roads.
the
does It happen that a man may be a
Ellsworth Pori.
church member and a heathen at the
Sid April 29. sch Catherine, Bangor
Atk for a damonatration. Cat tha ISIS Catalog. Loam
same time?”
Ar May 5, sch Lula W Eppes, Bangor
Total, That the State-aid highway. Joint
why 100,000 ridarm ora proud of thair Indian Twine,
Hancock
“I
Ports.
don't
said
understand
Smith.
County
yon,”
fond of the city of Ellsworth, for the year
Franklin
Sid April 80, sch
Portland
“How
a
man
be
a
can
church
member
1915, be expended upon the designated trank
Packet, Boston
STATE-AID HIGHWAY DE8IG-" highway, leading from Bangor, through and a heathen at the same time? You
West Sullivan—Sid April 80, sch Georgietta,
You
know
can’t.”
Ellsworth
and
Trenton
to
are
he
Holden,
Dedham,
Boston
Joking.
NATED CONDITIONALLY.
Mt. Desert Island, providing the State highSid May 4, sch William Jones, Newport
“But I say he can. Take yourself, for
ME.
Southwest Harbor
Sid
April 27, gas
way commission will expend 910.000 of the example.
I will emphatically assert
Actaeon, coastwise
STREET LIGHTS TO BE ESTABNEW
proceeds of the highway bond issue upon that I can prove In eight words that
Sid April 28, stm Massasoit, coastwise
the road above mentioned, in conjunction
LISHED—CLAIM FOB HENS KILLED
you are a heathen, and, furthermore, I ! In port—May 8, sch Albert J Lutz (Br) from
with said Joint fund. The expenditure of the
BY D009—BOLLS OF ACCOUNTS.
i Nova Scotia with cargo halibut and cod fish
can convince you of It”
May 8, ga s Mary C, with cargo live lobsters
above-mentioned funds to be upon that part
“I
know you can’t do anything of from Nova Scotia
road
of
which
lies
in
of
the
Ellsworth.
city
All tbe aldermen were present at the
May 3, schs American Team, Isaiah K Stetthe sort You are trying to put up a
son and F A Allen, bound east; Jennie S Hall
OTHER BUSINESS.
regular meeting Monday evening, ;Ald.
bluff. And to make you back down I bound west
The statutory bond of Tax-Collector will agree to this—If you ran prove
Wetcott, president of the board, presidBORN.
Bresnaban, in tbe sum of f5,000, was i either In eight words or In eight buning in the absence of the mayor.
and filed.
dred that I am a heathen to my satlsRolls of accounts were passed as follows: accepted
BARTER—At Stonington, April 21, to Mr and
;
Claim of Mrs. L. L. Kane for twenty faction I will give you a pair of gloves,
Mrs Frauk Barter, a son.
roll or Accotrirra wo. 8.
bnt If you do not prove it you must BROWN—At Ellsworth, April 27, to Mr and
Amount. hens killed by dogs w'as referred to Aid.
jVam*.
Fund.
Mrs
Leon H Brown, a son.
152 50 Wescott.
John Silvy,
Police,
| give me a pair. I hate to take the BROWN-At Franklin,
April 19, to Mr and
on such an easy proposition, but
gloves
42 00
George M Campbell,
Mrs George A Brown, a son.
H. K. Wood again appeared before the
It will tench you a lesson.”
1 75
Eugene P Warren.
CHIPMAN—At
Bucksport, April 18, to Mr
board in relation to bis claim for damages
and Mrs Pearl Chiptnan, a son.
8 75
“All right. It’s a go,” said Jones.
Joseph McIntosh,
for injuries received by bis wife in being
5 00
Smith A Head.
He really CODY—At Bar Harbor, April 18, to Mr and
Smith looked surprised.
thrown from a carriage.
The committee
Mrs William Cody, a daughter.
229 18
Arthur B Mitchell.
Poor.
thought that Jones would back down. FRAZIER—At Ellsworth,
on highways, to which the matter was re- :
April 27, to Mr and
232 41
Electric light, BH4UR Power Co,
“Well, how do you Intend to prove that
Mrs Alphonso Frazier, a daughter. [Beryl.]
1
12 00 ferred, was granted further time.
E E Springer.
Library,
GILLEY—At Islesford, April 24, to Mr and
I am a heathen?”
14 00
Mrs H H Emerson,
Mrs Verner Gilley, a daughter.
The resignation of George M. Campbell
“Are you a woman?”
M 50
HAMILTON-At Brooklin, April 17, to Mr
Mary A Hodgkins.
officer was presented and acas night
“No.”
Mrs Floyd B Hamilton, a daughter.
and
52 00
Fire Dept.
John II Brow n.
!
[Jeunie Irene.]
“You must be a he. then.”
52 00 cepted.
Edward R Card.
I he finance committee was authorized
Smith looked stupefied for an In- JENKINS —At Stonington, April 28, to Mr
155
Ells Fd’y A Mch Wka,
and Mrs Arthur G Jenkins, a son.
39 00
to negotiate for a temporary loan of |3,000.
stant Then be laughed: "Ha, ha, ha! SMALL—At
CW4FL Mason,
Bucksport, April 24, to Mr and
8 05
Mrs Howard E Small, daughter.
EE Doyle,
The committee on electric lights reThat was a clever one. You have won
2 00
Geo Swett.
have
as
and
all
in
favor
of
the
proved
lights
right
establishing
gloves
ported
2 00
MARRIED.
Irving B Salisbury,
petitioned for as follows: One at each your contention to my satisfaction.
70
Edward G Moore,
end of the Bangor bridge at Ellsworth
But I will get It off on some one else.
ABBOTT—MERCHANT-At Franklin, April
2 00
William II Pomroy,
Falls, and one above the bridge near the Ah. there Is Boy Green! I will spring
28, by Rev G Mayo, Miss Josic V Abbott to
2 80
Chas M Brooks.
Atwood E Merchant, both of Franklin.
and one on East
It on him.”
12 40 house of Charles Sargent,
Harold PCarter,
Castiue. April 24, by
So they Joined Green, who, like ROBINSON—LADD-At
41 86
Maple street. Two lights voted to be
Sap? of *chs. Henry W Conley,
Rev George W Patterson, Miss Nina L
Smith
44
churchman.
was
a
Smith
Robinson, of Robbiuston, to Arthur E Ladd,
3 19 established by last year’s board, one on
■TextbkAsup.
of Brooksville.
3 00 Pond street and one on Dean street, will
Mias J A Thompson.
plunged Immediately Into the subject
1 00 also be established.
Hancock Co Pub Co,
The light on Main
"Jones has Just proved to me that a
6 75
DIKD.
Kumford Supply Co,
man can he a churchman and yet bo a
street between School and Oak streets will
13 20
J L Hammett Co,
heathen.”
be moved to a location a short distance
At Brooksville, April 29, Berwyn
BLACK
13 16 ,
Oinn&Co.
Fred, infaut son of Mr and Mrs Floyd Black,
"What absnrd nonsense!” said Green.
down the street, or about opposite the
14 88
American Book Co,
aged 15 days.
Of course a
“It cannot be proved.
the Americau house stable.
76 driveway to
L E Knott Apparatus Co,
COLBY—At Stonington, April 27. Mrs Abbie i
heathen may attend church, but It
Lucilla Colby, aged 80 years, 7 months, 21
5 25 Two arc lights will be split up into series
Austin II Joy,
can't be proved that all churchmen are
days.
High school, E H Moore. W M Higgins. 17 50 ! lights for the new lights.
EMERY-At
Salisbury Cove, April 29, Mrs
14 00
Frank Stockbridge,
It was voted that the care of cemetery heathen.”
Eiiza H Emery, aged 87 yeais, 3 months, 23
"I thought so a few minutes ago ft days.
39 75
School.
Howard B Moor,
lots provided for by the fund for per“And GREENLAW—At Deer Isle, April 20, George
8 00
Smith excitedly.
Frank Stockbridge,
petual care of lots, be looked after by John myself." said
I) Greenlaw, aged 58 years, 6 months, 23
52 00
Edward Haney,
so sure am I of this that I will agree
B. Dean.
days.
E H Moore. W M Higgins, 25 00
I cannot
W. E. Whiting called the attention of to give you a pair of gloves If
FENTON
At Sorrento, May 1, John W
4 50
Contingent, A C Hagerthy.
J the board to the drain across H. B. Phil- prove to your satisfaction In eight Fenton, aged 62 years.
Hot Water
Furnace
49 68
Thomas E Hale.
Bar HarbSr, April 23. Mias Ada
I
HAYNES—At
If
but
Church streets, words that they are heathen,
84 55 lips’ property at Oak and
J Haynes, aged 68 years, 10 mouths, 4 days.
H F WescotU
Work
and
a
pair."
do you are to give me
was not large
5 14 ; which had caved in and
W and L E Gurley,
MERRIAM—At Essex, Conn, May 4, Edith M
“Done!" said Green. “It will be alLord, wife of Arthur H Merriam, formerly
HONEST WORK: HONEST PRICES
10 50 enough to vent the water turned acrosa
Loring Short St Harmon,
of Ellsworth, aged 28 years.
If
you are
The most like robbing you. But
20 00 the Phillips property by the city.
Edmond J Walsh,
MITCHELL—At Deer Isle, April 201* Augustus
Twenty Years’ Experience.
16 00 matter was referred to the street commis- 'willing I am.”
John E Doyle,
H Mitchell, aged 66 years, 7 months, 4 days.
Personal attention to all details.
16 00 ;
Telephone
Hollis B Estey,
“All right.” said Smith.
PERVEAR—At Brooklin, Vpril 28, George G
sioner.
or mail orders promptly attended to.
25 85
Hancock Co Pub Co,
Pervear, aged 76 years, 3 months, ia days.
“Proceed to prove It,” said Green.
The matter of obstruction of Grant
Ellsworth
4,
James
5
90
STAPLES—At
Falls,
M
Chaa
May
Brooks.
“The men aren't women,” said Smith.
at the ice-house was also referred to
A Staples, aged 79 years, 3 months, 11 days.
50 street
Geo H Gould,
THE BOSTON DERBY
“No,” sail Green.
TEDESCHI—At Stonington, April 28, Ellen
the street commissioner.
2 0u
John A Lord,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
ha!”
are hes.
Ha,
Aurelia Elvira Tedeschi, aged 1 month, 9
“Then
they
of
to
a
board
voted
contribution
|75
The
2 00
Frank A Stockbridge,
days.
Telephone 5—5.
“But that does not prove them hea2 00
the Grand Army post for Memorial day exWilliam Goggins,
THOMAS—At Bar Harbor, April 30, Orrin L
then.”
68
of
00
3
Thomas,
Ellsworth,
penses.
aged
John W Doyle,
formerly
Aid. Small, as commander of the poet,
years. 4 months.
Smith looked dazed. “I guess I made
2 00
Fred E Coleman,
extended an invitation to the board to
TRENEER-At Stonington, April 26, Edith R
2 00
E A McDonald.
mistake.
a
seals upon the stage during Memorial day
Treneer, aged 8 months, 7 days.
L W Jordan,
50
“I guess you did.
Green chuckled.
exercises, which the hoard accepted.
11 00
James W Smith,
those
Too Expensive.
over
gloves!”
Fork
Adjourned.
and Fixtures.
Electric
80 50
Eugene P Warren.
“Does he live within his income?”
And Smith had to buy two pairs.
2
04
FOSilsby,
thinkaf■
he
can’t
home
He
no!
chagrined,
“Dear
went
me,
Smith
says
Ellsworth.
At The Strand.
10 00 !
Julia A Chatto,
ing where he had made his mistake. ford it”—Life.
Smith &
86 62
Patrick A Shea.
‘•Protea II” will be the feature picture at
37-11.
Telephone
would
it
him.
to
came
it
A. W. Moriarty Co., Mfgrs.
By and by
8 00
Harold K Maddocks,
the Strand Saturday matinee and evening.
amjcrtiwnuRU.
heawas
a
that
he
to
better
6 00
prove
Olin L Sargent,
ELLSWORTH
This is another World film pro- go
May 8.
106 38
C W A F L Mason,
then as Jones had proved it to him in
duction, a story of intrigue and adventure
those
back
00
1
would
He
get
Irving B.Salisbury,
that way.

MARINE LIST.

jolts

Spring

CITY MEETING.

—

A

F CjYH

i\e Ls VI dull

—

CC*

DEALER,

HANCOCK,

I

M

—

r.

PLUMBING,

—

Heating,
Jobbing.

EDWARD F. BRADY,

Albert N. Cushman

Electrician and Contractor
Supplies
Estey Building,

3 34
2 20

Austin H Joy,
Edward G Moore,
Fred E Cooke,
Chas R Cirone,
Frank M Moore,
Forrest L Moore,

2 80

Jerry Harley,
Frank Wentworth,
Elmer Davis,
Eevertt Davis,
Wellington Moore and

The next day he met Brown. “Now
Is my opportunity!" he thought, and
accosted Brown.
“Brown,” he said, “I heard a clever
a
one the other day, and that is how
man can be a churchman and a heathen at the same time. You know that
But did you know
«m a churchman.
Aat I can prove that 1 am a heathen?"
"You don't hava
Brown chuckled.
"I am
to prove it to me,” said lie.
perfectly willing to concede It”—
Dwight S. Wiseman In Chicago Her-

45 00

62

5q

20

0 0

00
2 00
2 00
2 00
4 00

4

son,

;

• 1.604 87
MTHKBT

commissioxbb’s

State-aid highway..

Highway.
Sidewalk.
Permanent

sidewalk.

Hoc* crushing.

Bridge.
TEACH BBS* 8ALABY

Common

schools

..

High school.

•

bolls.
39 84

670 77
16 30
68 73
823 26
15 36

ald.

1,632 26

BOLL.

#802 00
229 18

Grand total.

i1,031 18

#4,268 81

state-aid highway.

board,

io case the
State expended money on the
'Hr** route of the State highway between
a*n*for and Ellsworth this year, to dev°te this year’s
appropriation for Stateroads to that aeotion of the road lying
Within Ell a worth, and on motion it was

*7

AN UGLYABSCESS

gloves yet!

-•

which
Those

presents
who

Strand some
interested in

many
Protea

thrilling

scenes.

presented at the
weeks sgo will be especially
this production.

saw;

laimeb can wear shoes
Allen's FootOne slie smaller after using
to be shaken Into
Ease, the Antiseptic powder
aching, tender
the shoes for tired, swollen, shoes feel
easy.
new
feet. It makes tight or
Sold esA ryw^r
Olves reft and comfort.
Don’t accept
Ask for Allen's Foot-Ease.
Me
any

tubttUulo-

Distribution of Wealth.
“If I had a million,” said Meandering Mike. “I'd give every man dat was
What would
broke a ten dollar bill.
|oti do?”
“Me?” rejoined Plodding Pete. “I’d
stand at de next corner an' touch ’em
as dey went past while dey was feella’
liberal."—Washington Star.

Caused Much Trouble, but was*Healed
by Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
Portsmouth, N. II., Feb. 16. 1915.—
Mrs. Charles Bearse, who lives at 45
Coffin’s Court, in this city, makes this
statement:
‘The beginning of my trouble was a
ffore or abscess that gathered in the
It discharged
corner of my left eye.
continuously for a year and eight
and
months,
nothing seemed to.heal it.
1 consulted eminent physicians, who
the eruption would never h al
s id
without a surgical operation. I was
much rundown and dreaded to think
of an operation.
“I remembered that four years before 1 had taken Hood’s Sarsaparilla
with benefit, and I decided to take it
again. I seemed all worn out, and my
blood was not right.
“After I had used four bottles of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla the abscess had a
more healthy appearance ami the discharge was less. When I had taken
on bottles the sore had entirely dis...

neared, leaving only

a

slight

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
•WO
PAT, NO WA8HKN,1'
All kinds of laundry work done at short notice
Goods called lor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY A CO.
Ellsworth, Me
Estey Building. State St..

“OLD STANDBY”

LOOK UP YOUR OLD LETTERS
paid

Cash

for

United

States

postage

stamps .before 1870. Must not be torn or
clipped. Higher prices when left on the
original envelopes. Write to
Ueobge A. Hitchcock, Ware, Mass.

Since 1873, this/*good old standby”
of a bank has safeguarded millions
of dolI^s for your relatives and
friends. Put your trust—and your
funds in it now.

Commission ifimtjants.

Hancock Co. Savings Bauk Ellsworth

IRA

B. HAGAN, Jr.
Civil
Land

Commission merchant*
WANT

Engineer,
Surveyor.

Live

Correipondtnce Solicit,!
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME. P. 0. Box 7
■

Poultry
and

scar.

When I told the doctor Hood’s Sarsa-

parilla had cured me he was dumbfounded, and said ‘Hood's Sarsaparilla
The law of nature Is. “Do the thing
rtainly has done wonders for you.’
and you shall have the power, but they
( had better appetite and was in betwho do not the thing have not tbs
r health in every way.”
Remember to ask for Hood’s Sarsapower."- Emerson.
i partite and insist on having it.

Head, Agents

will relieve your indigestion. Many
people in this town have used them
and we have yet to hear of a case where
they have failed. We know the formula. Sold only by ua—25c a box.
E. G. Moore.

Farm Produce.
THe.

AMERICAN'S

advertiser*

art

letting dew* the price-bare into the /told
of bargain*.

of weeks at Kittery Point, the Gerrish
home. A coincidence in date ol wedding,
April M, is that it occurred same day of
month as that of the bride’s parents and of
tbe groom’s.
B.
May 3.

COUNTYNEWS.
NORTH SULLIVAN.
Mrs. Tslbnt Butter it slowing gsiDing.
Mrs. Barbers Taylor tell and dislocated
bar shoulder last week.

_

Reuben Merchant baa gone to Quit lord,
has employment.

Ralph Morse is moving into the bouse
recently occupied by Mrs. Harriet Pettee.
Mrs. Myrtle Merchant and danghtei
Hattie visited relatives in Lamoine last
week.
William Richardson and family have
moved to Waldoboro, where be baa em-

home.

and

Osmond Emery and wife went to Eden
Sunday to attend the funeral of Mr.
Emery’s mother.
Are.
May 3.

first wagon ever brought to Great Pond.
For many years, up to the time of his
death at tbe age of eighty years and eight
months, in 1888, James Williams was tbe
oldeet resident of the town. He was a
carpenter by trade and bnilt many buildings up and down Union river.
In 18B3 a post office was established in
Great Pond, with Curtis Babine as the first
postmaster. He kept the office a few
months and then Tobias Lord was appointed in his place. He resigned hie
office in 1882, and J. B. Shuman was appointed. Samuel Buckman, of Ellsworth,
carried the mail tbe first four years, at
which time it came once a week.
In 1883 there were fifty-three scholars
attending school in a large echoolhouae,
where church services were also held.
There were also 128 inhabitants housed in
comfortable homes on well cultivated
farms.

Miss Flora Colby arrived Sunday to
open her oottage for the summer.
Lewis Ellis, who goee

on

the Portland

boat, viaited his family this week.
Dr. H. W. Small want to Portland Monday to attend the grand lodge, F. and
A. M.

ploy men l.
On account of the storm, the dance the
D. of P». were to give on Friday night
was postponed until Tueeday.

unusually large number of smelts

An

have been in the brooks this season and
have been taken by the bushel.
Carlyle Stock bridge and Alvah Pray,
who are attending high school here, viaited their borne at Atlantic Saturday.
Ku.
May 3.

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Warren ere receiving congratulations on iba birth of twins
—a boy and a girl—born Saturday.
The house owned by Archie Banker and
occupied by Percy Hooper and family was
struck by lightning daring the shower
April 26. Every room but one was damaged, and the back end of tbe house was
A- bed on which two
almost wrecked.
children were sleeping was set on fire by
tbe lightning, but tbe children were not

injured.
May 3.

Mrs. Harry Rodick and family, who
have spent the winter in Bag Harbor, are

Arthur Greenlaw has a new automobile
used in his livery business.

to be

_

*

MARIA V1LLB.

Lester McLaughlin, of Bangor, is visiting his ooosin, Henry Frost.
Mrs. Stephen Albert Rankin, who suffered

a

shock

about

a

week ago, is very

feeble.

H.

Ora Frost has bis hall moved, and will
begin repairs on il at onoe. He plans to
Navajo council, Degree of Pocahontas, be ready for a big ball on the Fourth.
has passed tbe following reeolations on
Guests at George A. Frost’s Sunday were
the death of Mrs. Georgia Hayes:
Emery Morrison and wife, and Master
and
Whereas, Death, with its dark shadow
lUnaldo, Effle and Hollis carter, and J, C.
_

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

once more visited onr
council and removed from ns our beloved sister, Georgia Hayes; therefore.
Resolved, That while we bow in submission
to the will of the Great Spirit, we will cherish the memory of our slater who has passed
that dark portal through which we nil mast

attending sorrow, has

Dunn.
There has been a big downfall of rain
the past week, and rivers and wells are
swelling with the much-needed rain.
Jones’ bridge has gone out.
F.
May 3.
_

pass ere we again join hands.
Resolved, That we tender onr sincere sympathy to tbe relatives and friends of onr deovased sister, and commend them to onr
Divine Master, who alone can heal their sor-

WEST GOCLDBBOBO.
Mr*. N. S. Banker, who ho* been ill, i*

improving.
Mrs. Allen Kingsley spent the week-end
otS.O. Wood’s.

row.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the family, a like copy spread upon
onr

J. A. Hill and wife attended Pomona
grange at Gooldsboro April B.

thirty days.

Elliott Benson and wile end Master
Wendell have been spending a week at
their home here.

records and one sent to Tun Eixswostu
AMuaicair for publication, and that onr charter be draped in mourning for a period of
Ethsl Havsv,
ADS BU1SD3LL,
Scsah Hoopva,
Committee.

Miss Elisabeth Hall, who ha* been in
Steuben for a visit, returned to her niece,
Mrs. F. P. Noyes, for a short stay.
The masquerade ball was postponed on
on account of the storm, but Saturday
night being pleasant (?) there wag a
baked been sapper. Proceeds, |B.
L.
May 3.

WEST FRANKLIN.
Miss Hamlin, of Btooington, was a recent guest of J. Willard Clark and wife.
Mrs. Earland Hardison is caring for
Mrs. Victoria Perkins, who is seriously
ill.
The Granite Producers’ association of
Franklin and Sullivan has been awarded
a fair-sized job of Boston curbing.

SWAN’S ISLAND.
Mrs. Lewis Stanley is confined to the
house with rheumatism.
Mrs. Rodney Sadler and son, of Bockland, are 7isiting relatives here.

The grange aid society met with Mrs.
This week it
Phene Clark last Tuesday.
will meet with Mrs. Delia Ryder.

Miss Urla Milan gave a rook party to
sixteen of her friends Aturday night.

Mrs. Harvey Kenniston and daughter,
of Boston, are visiting Mr. Kenniston's
aunt, Mrs. Charles E. Smith, at the Pond.

Prof. Mouier, of Carlisle, Pa., came last
with a horse to do bis spring plant-

week

ing.

Irvin Bpringer and family, who have
been boarding at J. M. Clark’s during the
winter, have moved into their home on
the Pond road.

Roy Smith, of Lamoine,
Friday with a planer which

waa

be

A trained nurse from Portland is at
Blanchard Tainter’s. Their daughter is
ill of typhoid fever.
C. R. and F. E. Bridges and S. J. Morse
A
Son
have
the
wrecked
bought
schooner Herald, and are taking the lum-

in town
has

been

renting of John W. Blaisdell. Mr. Smith
recently lost his mill at Lamoine by fire.
Fred McKenzie went by team to Seal
Harbor Friday.
Harry Hardison, who
will be gardener for the McKay-Smiths,
accompanied him, and will assume his
duties at once.

ber out.

May 1.
MARLBORO.

Mrs. F. T. Hodgkins is ill.
Miss Mildred Rodick is in Bar Harbor
attending school.

Mrs. E. E. Coombs visited relatives in
Ellsworth last
Her daughter
week.
Hazel, who has Bpent her vacation with
her parents here, has returned to her
work in Ellsworth.

Arthur Hodgkins and wife have gone to
live with bie father, Coleman Hodgkins.

Mrs. Nellie Martin, of Ellsworth, is
visiting her mother, Mrs. Deborah Gilbert.

Mrs. Harry Lincoln, of Dennysvilie, and
Miss Maud Morse, who has been teaching
at Island Falls, were called here by the
illness of their mother, Mrs. Clarence
Morse. Mr. Lincoln, who came with his
w ife, returned Thursday, Mrs. Lincoln remaining until Saturday.
ECHO.
May 3.

_

EAST SURBY.

FRANKLIN.
Mrs. El bridge Perkins baa rallied from
ber recent severe ill torn.

Miss

Winifred Lord, of Augusta, ia
viaiting her parents, E. C. Lord and wife.

Mrs. D. O. Campbell, of Bsngerville, is
ber mother this week.

James Carey and Omar Stevens are
building a weir lor herring at Contention

visiting

Cove.

Miss Lola Dyer returned Wednesday
from Ellsworth, when she has spent three

Mrs. M. H. Wasgatt, who has spent the
winter at Kittery, has opened her summer

weeks.

home here.

Reuben Rankin has newly-topped the
chimneys of his bouse end had new windows pot ia.

Com Turner, of Ellsworth, was
called to her home here last week by the
illneaa of her mother. Mm. George E.
Cloeson.
C.
April
Mias

Walter Lawrie has recently opened the
in Bunker block for the season as an
ice-cream parlor.
Btore

2B._
SEAL COVE.

Nutting’s portable steam saw mill has
finished sawing, and is ready to move
when the condition of the road will permit.

Miss Jennie Walls is improving, after
serious illness.

Inclement weather caused a postponement of the reception to Pastor Dunham
and wife. It is hoped Tuesday may prove
favorable.
Friends of Follett Gerrish and wife,
former residents, will he interested to
learn that their youngest son, Charles, has
recently married Mias Marion Bleeman, of
Oil City, Pa., where they will reside for
the present. They are spending a couple

smmusargrs*

ever

receive the proper balance of food

sufficiently nourish both body and
brain during the growing period when
to

nature’s demands are greater than in
This is shown in so many
pale faces, learn bodice, frequent colds,
*wl lack of ambition.
children we say with
For all
unmistakable earnestness: They ■*“
It
Scott’s Bmulsion, and need ft now.

in concentrated form the very
blood. It
food elements to enrich their
it makee
changes weakness to strength;
alcohol,
No
them sturdy and strong.
gam ft sown*. ■samfiaM, M. b

a

spent

unset »sr»

I

the

They

plght.

The olden resident
now

u

owned

Madame

Colson,

Mm. M. J. Harper arrived home ThursEdgar Williams, now seventy-three, ton
day from Bar Harbor hospital.
of James Williams, is spending bis old age
Albert L. Ober is at home from Augusta, with bis younger brother, Ezra N. Wilwhere he visited his cousins, Mr. and Mm. liams, who has a line borne on the old
McLean.
place. Ezra baa two daughters, Mrs. W.
A. Esta brook, of Bangor, and Mrs. Selwyn
Capt. Albert Murphy, of Rockland, reof Livermore Falls, who was recently visited his mother, Mm/ Margaret Parker,
married in Bangor by Bev. E. F.
Murphy. Mrs. Murphy, who has been cently
confined to the house aeveAl months with Pepi bar.
The married life of Edgar waa spent in
a broken hip, is still a sufferer.
Fairfield, and after bis wife died and bis
May 1._N.
children moved away, being educated to
positions that called them from the farm,
QOTTS ISLAND.
to his old home
Philip Moore has his weir nearly com- he aoid out and returned
to spend his declining years.
pleted.
William Harding and others are buildThe town now has a good chnrefa, good
ing a weir at Placentia.
hall, good schools, but the number of
Bert Moore, of Bernardjaat week visited scholars is small compared eith the olden
his mother, Mm. Laura A. Moore, who is
days.
ill.
Great Pond is nearly surrounded by
Chips.
May L
beautiful lakes and ponds, and during the
BALL QUARRY.
hunting and fishing season is a favorite
Mrs. Jesse Crabtree, with little son, is resort for parties front Bangor, Boston and
New York. The beauty of the bills canvisiting her mother, Mrs. A. Harkins.
not be surpassed.
Mm. Lewis Harrimsn and daughter,
Mm. J. J. Higgins, and little daughter
Vegetable Silk.
Catherine, arrived Saturday from BoonParaguay baa a pod bearing plant
vifla, N. Y., where they have been tor the
which la useful in making a vegetable
winter.

Mays.

Shiah.

1

DAIRY

silk.

NOTES.

»

!!
Immediately
| strain the milk
'! through three
| cheesecloth.
..

\\
■

Leave all other work to help a
cow that apjienrs to be In tronble, -whether it Is your cow or

your nelghlHtr's.
marketed
and
feed
Grain
>
\ \ through the butter mold and the
11 cream can will generally bring
! ! top prices, no matter hop the
;; market may be for your grain
and feed.
; ; It is not hard for a dairy farm>
er to sleep well on cold nights
J | when he has a silo full of com
•
and a bam full of hay.
[ j An important point to inquire
about In buying • cow Is the
] | milking record of the sire's dam
and the sire's other female an-

;\
■

■

■

"

For Indigestion and Bfiiousness

milking
after
from the pall
thlcknesaea of

well-being, there is 0m*
remedy universally regarded as the best
corrective of deranged conditions of the organs of
Present suffering is relieved promptly
digestion.
and worse sickness prevented by timely use of
family

)\
>

■

!!
j
!
•j

BEECHAM’S PILLS

..

Let this wonderful remedy tone your stomach, stimulate
your live* and kidneys, regulate your bowels and
you will feel improved throughout your entire system
will prove to you why, for the
A few doses
common and minor ailments of life, Beecham’a Pills

\\
•

■

;;
..

]J
|

Are the

■

11
■

!;

ceatry.
Carboliied vaseline Is useful
for application to sores on teats.
or apply glycerite of tannin.

[

■

\\

Right First Aid

■

■

■

those foes of comfort and

\
■

■

;
!
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RAISING STANDARD
OF DAIRY HERDS
In this work of building np a profitable herd, whether pure bred or grade,
there la one very Important point that
la very much neglected, says Hoard's
Dairyman. We refer to the colling ont
it the inferior cows. It la an old saying that “selection la just as Important
as good breeding.”
gvery dairy farmer
aught to set up a standard of butter
fat' production per cow to which be
am work and by whlcb be can measure the cows of bis herd. We will say
that this standard should be an average of 400 pounds for pure bred herds
and 350 pounds for grade herds.
This is not an excessive standard, al
though not one herd in a hundred mens
ares up to it
To arrive at such a measure of production the owner must be clear and
determined in the work of culling ont
the Inferior cows. Such culling will
greatly Increase the a rerage of good
heifers from his sire, for the sire will
then have better mothers to mate with.
Of course, sucb work of selection cannot be carried on without a regular
system of keeptng a record of the yield
of every cow.
It often occurs that the owner will be
a little puzzled as to whether he shall
keep or reject a beifer judged by her
first year's record. While we fully believe that a good kecord for the first
year Is a valuable guide us to the future capacity of a cow, still there ore
so many exceptions to it ns to couii>el
us to ke< p our heifers till they hare
completed their second year In milk be
fore passing judgment upon them.
In quite a number of Instances wt
hare had heifers make a rather i>ooi
showing rhe first year and come up ex
ceedingly well lu their second year oi

THE TEST CATERPILLAR.

MET TROUBLE CIO®

Method of Control Advlued by A«rt
cultural Department.
The oonapicuou*, unaightly oast* of tin
Dot caDrpillar are familiar object* in Dm
a print In tree* aloof roadway*, atroama
and fence*, in neflactad orcuarda, ant
elaewhere. Several method* of ‘Checkin)
the depredation* of thie caterpillar art
fiven in a new publication of the depart'
ment of africulture, farmer*' bulletin No

iHTEEJEjDFFEBl

Sixteen yean ego 1 wee taken Kick
Kidney trouble end euffereo terrible k.
three month.. I did not work ditto
time end wma moally conttned to
bed. Altar nainn other remedie. I aJS
triad a bottle ot Swamp-Hoot
(I?
mediately began to teal better, and alto
nalngaeran dfty-oeut bottle.,
entinb
cored end have bad do kidney troobk
mnoa. I ean truly aay tbat I owe
my
health to Swamp-Boot. You mat rmbtok
tbla letter for the benefit ot other mm!
afflicted ae I waa, with tha hope of
ing to their attention tbla mat
tel remedy.
Yonre aery truly,
BATTIK A. QLIMBY,

t2

982.
TIMM gregarious caterpillars consiruci
tbs toots (or tbtir protection, and them
st tint small, arc gradually enlarged
often to a foot or more in diameter, UmsIsi
varying with the number of individual!
In the colony. The caterpillars lead upon
foliage of the trees, stripping the Imvw
from the. limbs adjacent to the neat, and
if there be several colontos in a tree, a* fa
frequently tbe earn, tbe foliage may In
quite destroyed. Waving the brancbm ai
bare as In midwinter.
L Bpeclre of t he tent caterpillar are found
quite generally over tbs entire United
atatae. The mot tie deposit their sgg* bj
early midsummer. By fall the smbryonH
larvae Is practically full grown, within thi
egg where It remain* until the 'ollowini
spring. With tbe ooming of a warm apeli
tbe larvae escape by gnawing tbroogt
their eggshells, often before there fa
foliage out (or food, and under there circumstances they may feed upon tbe glutinous covering of the egg mass.
The tent caterpillar feeds principally or
wild cherry and apple trees, but will attack many other plants, and where suet
tree* can be removed without disadvantage this should be done, thus lesMninf
its food supply.
During the dormant period of trees
when tbe leaves are off, tbe egg masses are
fairly conspicuous; and with a little
practice may be readily found; it W then
that they should be cut off and burned
Trees infested with torvae during thi
early part of the year, or those in the im-

w0n<h£

!

W Spruce St.
State ot Maine
)
Kennebec County

i.JsrrSMraruSis'ss

atetement and made oath that the aarne k
true in au beta nee and in tact.

AJTXA M. lJRI MXOXD.
Authorized toadaioUt.r oath*, etc
Latter to
Dr. Kilmer A Co.,
Binghamton, St. Y.

,

Fro** What Swamp-Root Will Do
For You
Band tan cants to Dr. Kilmer 4 Co,
Binghamton, t». Y., (or a sample an
bottle.
It will convince anyone. Yea
will also receive a booklet of valuable information, telling about tbe kidnevi tad
bladder.
When
writing, be sure to
nfention
tbe
Ruaworth
Weekly

Regular Bfty-ceut

American.

dollar

bottle*

eize

store*.

and

one-

for tale at ali drof

How Far is EllswortI
Falls?

Not so Far That the Statements
vicinity, are perhaps more likelj
of ita Beatdeuts Cannot lie
chosen by tbe parent moth for tht
Verified.
of
her
and
such
tree*
al
eggs,
deposition
list her an interesting ease has been deleast should be searched if it is nol
(eloped in Ellsworth Falls. Being so neu
practicabW to extend the work to thi !I
by, it ia well worth publiabing here. The
orchard a* a whole.
This work may bt
statement la aincere-tbe proof ccnrinecombined with pruning to good advan- |
! ing:
tage, and a lookout should be kept nol
Mrs. K. I. Moore, Ellsworth Kails, Meonly for tbe egg* of thi* insect but (or the
“Bom: years ago, I came home front
ssy* :
and
cocoons
of
other
eggs
injurious species tbe
where I bed undergone an
boepitsl
which pass tbe winter on the trees.
All that, winter I was miserable
|
operation.
When two egg masse* are deposited
I with a aevera attack of kidney trouble.
clom together, the resulting caterpillari
Tbe pain in my back was almost unDesrmay form a common neat. TbeM nmta
able and medicina and doctors' treatment
are gradually enlarged and soon furnish
! (ailed to do me any good. Dean Kidney
ample protection. If tbe caterpillar* are
Pilte, however, went directly to I he sent of
destroyed as soon as the small nMts an | tbe
trouble, not only caring tbe backache
detected, thU will prevent further debut strengthening my kidneys and im*
folWtioo of tbe trees, and tbe rule should
proving my condition in every way."
be adopted to destroy them promptly si
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't ‘imply
soon as discovered.
In this work eitbei
aak for a kidney remedy—get Doan » Kidof two pradioes may be adopted, namely,
tbe lame that Mrs. Moon
ney Pills
destruction by band or witb a torch.
bad. Foster-Mil burn Co., Props., Buffalo,
When in convenient reach, the nesti
N. Y.
may be tom out witb a brush, with
or
and
tbe
larval
gloved band,
otherwise,
crushed on tbe ground, can being taker Genuine
to destroy any caterpillars which ma)
For Ali
have remained on tbe tree.
Tbe on of a torch to burn out tbe nesti Batts far tlah Guaranteed or Money
will often be found convenient, Mpeciallj
Back—Bays O. A. Farther.
when there occur in the higher parts ol
Kbeutna—that ia tbe name of t be scientrees. An asbestos torch, snch aa la adtific prescription that is putting old rheuvertised by seedsmen, will be satisfactory
matism out of business.
or one may he made simply by
tying ragi
Rheum* enrsa.by driving tbe uric seid
to tbe end of a pole. The asbestos or ragi
from tbe blood. It also acts directly on
are saturated with kerosene and
lightoc the kidneys and is better for them than
and the caterpillars so far m possibli most so-called
kidney cures.
cremated. Borne caterpillars, however
Porter Smith, Dobbin, W. Vs., writes:
are likely to escape, falling from tbe DM!
“I have been a great sufferer from rheumaupon tbe application of the torcb.
tism lor about 25 years. Tbe disease had
In using the torcb great car* is necesbecome chronic. I began taking iibeams
sary that no important injury be don* tbi with little faith In its virtues, but w**
tree; it should Dot be used in burnin|
better from tbe first day I began its ues,
out nrets except in theVsinaller branchei
and at tbia time have no more pains-’
and twigs, the killing of which would b<
Q. A. Parcber and aU druggists sell
of no special importance. Nests in thi
can
Rheums, and no rheumatic sufferer
larger limbs should be dMtroyed by hand afford not to use it. 60 cents « ho""'
a* the um of tbe torch may kill the bark
Your money beck if not satisfied.
resulting in permanent injury.
.cut cauipuiui are nuu;
aeetroyec
by artenleala sprayed on tbe foliage o
trees infested by Unm. Any ol tbe srsenl
cel insecticides may -be need, as peril
green, scbselee green, arsenate of lead
etc. Tbe first two an used at tbe me 01
furone-ball pound to fifty gallons of water
Whether it’s a range or a
ll 11
Milk of lime, from two to three pounds o:
nace—U it is a ‘’Clarion”.
stone lime, ehould be added to neutralin
sure to meet every
any caustic eflect of the arsenical on thi
O*
Made by the Wood Bishop
foliage. Arsenate of lead is used at tbi
rate of two pounds to each
Bangor. Sold by
fifty gallons ol
mediate

to be

|
j

—

the

about eighty-five years of age.

_

mature life.

“r-

S.

J
•

[Mrs. H. A. Emery. Is Bangor Omnmtal.)

near

Ospt. Caleb W. Haskell, who has been
seriously ill, is out.
Mrs. Lena SpoSord, who has spent the
winter in Portland, is home.

George Colson has bought the Sylvia
Ashe home, and will move there soon.

Brief History of Settlement at Head
Waters of Union River.

The little'town of Great Pond, situated
the headwaters of Union river, will
hold its place in the memory of many a
hardy woodsman, but few, perhaps, know
tbs trials and hardships ot the early settlers.
In about 1811 the township of No. 33,
the Bingham purchase, was
a part of
owned by Squire Tilden, ot Boston, who
offered brilliant inducements with many
promises ot the good time to come, to
those who lad courage enough to brave
the danger of pioneer life. A party from
Massachusetts, among whom were Simeon
and Clark Williams, came through an unbroken forest and landed at the foot of
Great pond. Simeon felled the forest trees.
They commenced clearing about forty
rods from the pond, choosing the highest
land, erected a log cabin or two, and went
back with a favorable report of this part
of the Pine Tree State.
Clark Williams, and hiS father, Joshua,
a
Revolutionary soldier from Rhode
Island, John Collar from China, Me., Mr.
Dyke, a half-brother ot Addison Dodge,
and a few other families came here with
a view to settlement.
After a few years Mr. Tilden sold out to
John Black. His promise of roads, mills
Disfailure.
and settlers proved a
couraged, all went back to their native
lands exoept three families, Joshua Williams, his son Clark, and John Collar.
In 1812 Simeon Williams married Harriet
Kenney, of Woodstock, N. B. In 1823, be
moved here with his family of four
children. His father having grown Infirm from a wound in the leg received in
the army, draw a pension until ha disd, at
the aga of ninety-four.
The method of transportation was on
horseback, with only a spotted line for •
road. The nearest sawmill, grist mill and
blacksmith shop was in Marta ville, a distance ot twenty milas.
Capt. Sol. Jordan and Eben Morrison
first built Great Pond dam, and Asbel
Poster drove the first team across Brandy
pond. In those days it eras as customary
to take their barrel of liquor as their floor
in the woode with them, and when Mr.
Poster got halfway across the pond be
mast celebrate the event by treating the
crew. As no dish was at hand an inventive genius proposed cutting a bole in the
ice and filling it with brandy, which they
did, and lay down and drank it; hence the
name of Brandy pond.
Simeon Williams and wife had a family
of ten ohildren; six boys, James, Thomas,
Simeon, jr., George, Ass and Joseph Tilden; and four girls, Betsey Ann, Frances
Kenney, Harriet and Eliza Jane, who died
in infancy. They all settled nearby and tbe
place was rightfully called Williams Settlement.
James Williams died Dec. 18, 1883, st
the age of eighty years and eigbt months.
His wife was Lucinda Jacques, ot Cherryfield. They had eigbt children.
^George Williams married Louisa Kicbardkon, by wbom he had a large family.
Asa married Direxa Esther Bonn, of
Cherryfield. They bad ten children; one
boy who died st tbe age of six; eight girls
wbo lived to marry and rear children, five
of wbom are now living-Mrs. Jackson, of
Brighton, Mass.; Mrs. McPhee, of FairBeld; Mrs. Keniaton, of Cleveland, Ubio;
Mrs. Mace, of Augusta, and Mrs. Crosby,
of Aurora. Tbe sixth daughter was Mrs.
Nellie Haynes, of Bangor.
In 184? Thomas married
Mary Ann
Lord, of Greenfield. He died of diphtheria at tbe age of fifty. There were six
children; three sleep beside him. His
wife married again and is now the widow
oCIoaeph Smith, of Mariaville.
John Collar bad a family of six children; most of them died in early ^ife.
James and Thomas Williams, as boys,
bad to take tbe responsibility of men. At
one
time the darkness overtook them
when returning from the mill, and they
tied their horse and lay down beside him

DEER ISLE.

where he

liiiiMiMHitirmwww;

GREAT POND.

On* authority aaya, "A dairy cow
to bo called such should repay her
owner
for every pound of feed,
every hour of labor and also Interest
on
bis Investment."
He
makes It clear that the difference
between a good and a poor cow is
often merely In difference in feed.
He says:
"Cows that give milk
rich In fat should receive the larThe ration
ger amount of grain.
of Ihe dry cow should afford her
opportunity to get in good condition for the next lactation period.”

milk giving.
But it is best to fix a
limit beyond which the heifer is nol
allowed to stay In the herd If she doenot come up to tile required standard
This standard we would fix for grade
herds at 200 pounds of fat the first
year, 250 pounds the second year, 3nG
pounds the third year atui 350 I annuls
for mature cows. Tills makes a rule to
work by that will exert a powerful ef
feet In hastening the creation of a good
and profitable herd.
Buckwheat Bran For Cows. *
The outer1 husks of the buckwheat
are of very .little value as feed. These
hulls should never be fed alone. It
would be far better to avoid purchasing these wortbletgi bulls In any mixture
of feed. It may be said that tbe portion of tbe buckwheat kernel immediately under this hull is a valuable feed,
and dealers desiring to dispose of tbe
bulls often mix them with this portion and Fell the material as buckwheat bran. It would be better to purchase buckwheat middlings without
tbe hulls.—Hoard's Dairyman.
Ths Cross Bull.
It ia an unsafe practice to allow a
hull to run in the |Mature. No person
ran tell at what moment'he will attack any one who may come within his
range. The safer way is to provide
some place where he can be handled
without being exposed to bis precarious nature. Firm handling Is a good
requisite in caring for a bull. Severe
punishment is not a good thing.

Prescription

Rheumatism

THE—

CLARION.

requirement

water.

Even In tbe email boms orchard of
dosen or more tree., It will be fount

highly profitable to adopt a system ol
praying which will control not only tent
caterpillars bat such serious peats as tlM
codling moth, canker worms, ?a: ,us bad
and leaf-feeding insects,
which wii
*w»Uy reduce injury from the curcniio.
On stone frnits, such as
cherry, peach
and plum anenicate an
likely to raua.
injury to foliage and moat be uaed wiU
caution, if at ail.
On anch trees Uh
arsenate of lead la
preferable, aa it is 1ew
injurious to foliage, and on all trees aticki
much better.
In apraying for the tool
caterpillar only, applications should bt
mads white tbs caterpillars are
yet smalt
as time succumb more
quiokly to puisoni
than those more nearly full
grown, ant

u^fthTT^3*

*top*

,att^r

J. F.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street

There Is No

Ellsworth.

Question

but that indigestion and the
feeling which always goes with
be promptly relieved t>y taking

*

HoxaE "BBS*
before and after each meal. 26cabox.
K. 0. Mow*

—

When the mail-order house
toum whose local merchants do
vertise, it fattens its catalogue man**

Ust.

{

;

Bounty

news.

Sm position as bead of the
English depart m«nt and teacher of *"g««->- in the
Bo«»ar»Ule (Mass.) Janie*- high school.
A. O.

lqpd STotHq._
mn oruni.

BAB UABBOfL
V
Hiiomi m.
__
caughl at Bag* lake,
ciclmon are b«lnf
Jadletel
Ooart la Bolt,.
SaprMM
baiU a naw offloa In
WEST SEDGWICK.
nfltid A Joy have
Blekard W. Balt «t ala n. B. Smmnel Bobln(tote.
Mlii
aoaatals.
Tlllie
To
tk.
their
ooart. In
of
is
Jadiciai
horns
from
nprnii
Booth
Gray
UK rear
Co. la haring an addi- Brooksvlile.
Xb, curb Coal
W. Hal*, of Daw. MaaaachaWalter Carter is working for Mr. Garno,
to it* »oal abed,
Mtta, BobaH 8. Halt, Llaooln V. Brlftion built
a email garage »t North Brooksvlile.
B.mo.1 Jobntoa and Batlnald M. Johnn
E aark la haring
trostaaa aad.r tko will of Clifford B,laMrs. Minnie Gray is with her parents, aaa,
the rear of hla bona..
ban, G. Tappaa Fraada, CbarlM Fra a cl*.
Hoscos
Mary
McGrefor Dalian, Fndario 8. Goodwin,
and
wife
are
wife.
and
Gray
home,
A. Jelliaon
traaiaa for Barriat 8. Jaqoaa, also trnataa tor
Walter Clement leaves this weak for all ta* eiktr plaintiffs
riait to their MB In Burlington,
Ellsworth to work in a garage.
Complain Apaiaat

A III

TAQI fV
U.VT. IHl Lb I

Correspondence Solicited
TelephoneCooocc.loo

SICBABD

GENERAL AGENT FOR HANCOCK COUNTY

Vt.

Irving Peailee,

of Lamoine, spent Saturday and Sunday with bis mother and
brother.

joofaren-e,
bare.
tb. church
E.
Oo°g»na
(Korea
g a.

*“» addraaa lb*
citlaana at tb* Chaino

and

R

Memorial day.
plame
poetoffloa.

new

the

posite

rents, Washington Gray and wife.
May A

baa built an aton bet oottago op-

Bodtck

Pbebe

u^tivc

Mrs. Brooks Cousins and children, of
North Brooksvlile, are visiting her paD.

_

EAST BLUEH1LL.

lit. Thabalraaf orparaoaa olalmln, and«f
Saainal
Babtaaon, lata of Newbury port,
Man., Including B. Samuil Bobtaaoa ot part*
aakaowa and paraona aakaowa alalmlaff
oadar klmi and UIIt* B. Load, o» Marrlmac,
Min,
tad. Tha heirs. ot or paraona olalaslaf
andsr William Lynam. ir., late of Idn,
Maine; including Joha 8. Lynam, Alonso W.
Parker, I Aisle 1. Moon, John W. Conner*.
Alfred B. Conner a Frank H. Conners,
Chan ee B.
Conners,
Myra B. Prable,
Ida M.
F.
Marion
Morrison.
Rich,
Herbert P. Higgins, William F. Clark, all ot
Bden, Mniae; Clarence Lynam, Mary I. MarCora
A.
Kimball,
all
of
Mount
Desert,
tin,
Mniae; Nnnoy Jnae Smith, of North Haven,
Maine; Charlotte Wright, of Saco. Mnine;
Charles W. Lynam, of Conoord, N. fl.; Lewis
Conners, Clarissa T. Burroughs, both of Boston, M?ae.; John L. Tufts, of Winchester,
Mesa.; Etta J. T. Wilson, bf Wtathrop, Maas.:
Sarah T. Hodgdon, of Weymonth, Mass.;
William L. Tufts, of New York, N. Y.;
Beatrice H. Lowther, of Brooklyn, N. Y.; B.
V. Lynam, of 8an Francisco, California; Etta
Hutchings of parte unknown, and persona
unknown elalmlng under her.
-trd. The Bingham Trustees, via-: Effingham B. Morris and John O. Johnson, both of

Mn. W. Grindle is visiting in Bears port.
labcg oommiaaloner
gtecoc Eddy, Btat*
A. E. Long, Lester Grindle and George
la
Ualals
rtattiag
inspector,
utd factory
Oerter have work in Bangor, granite cutof Waahlngton county.
utd Other part*
ting.
William Rannla, who baa baan employed
A. I. Long, of Portland, spend the weektbU winter, baa rei, Jacksonville, Fla.,
In bin old poaitloa In J. H. end with bis pannts, E. C. Long and wife,
la
and
tailed
ben.
Sawyer's Jewelry atom.
Mn. Nora White and daughter Ethel,
Is
tb*
MoHom
attending
Bias Lotte
who have spent the winter in Waltham,
aational convention of tha Y. W. C. A. la
Bb* will visit the **- Mass., an home.
boa Aogelee, CbL
8.
May A
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
and return id Jan*.

poaitiou

_

Her. A. C. Inroad, factor of St. Saviour'.
Church, who waa operated on at tb* Bar
Harbor hospital for appendicitis about
three week* ago, 1* steadily gaining.

AMHERST.
Mn. Andrew Gregg bee gone to Bar
Harbor for tbe inmmer.

4«h. Bbeneser Bdgerly, formerly of Eden,
Maine, nqw of parts unknown, and persona
unknown claiming under him.
ftih. Charles F. Bunker, formerly of Eden.
Maine, now of parte unknown, and pereona
unknown claiming as hie grantees, devleeea,
or direct heirs,
and any

■

_____
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a

f
3

I

!

1
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aaw

laat

summer

on

spindle are now building their nest on
tbe top of the apindle.
Prof. F. U. Tubba, of Bate* college, gave
an interesting lecture on the European
situation at tbe high school building Fridar evening, under the auspices of the
Porcupine eluh. A social hour followed,
M.
May 3.

BLUE HILL FALLS.

tbe

Cecil Ony is ill of grip.
Mn. Abbie Colomy is still very feeble.

j
!

_

BROOKUN.
John Staples has told bia horse to Merrill Men ns.,
Mrs. Rena

Mrs.

Fnd Colomy cut one of bis toes off
while working at tbe point Wednesday.
W. C. Conary. and W. G. Conary were
ben Sunday to see tbelr brother, S. Y.
Conary, wbo is ill.
May 3. _CBUMBa.
HANCOCK POINT.
Mn. C. A. Penney baa been quite ill.
Mrs. S. C. Penney, of Bangor, was in
town last week, called here by tbe illneaa
of her husband's mother.
E.
May A

Amanda Hellers, of Sunshine, is
at Ernest Dowell’s.

empluyed

has returned from
has spent the

Mr.. Hatiit Joyce

Revere, Maas.,
•pring.
Mrs.

ill.

Page, of*North Sedgwick, is

for the summer.

in town

B. Conary and Emily Candage are

A.

1

where she

&mcrtt*nnroi£

Frank Bridges and family have
upstair tenement nt H. M.
•

a.

* DEEP
TO cauen

I

Baptist

There will be preaching at the
church Sunday, May V. The pastor, Rev.
Mr. West, of West Rutland, Vt., will arrive ibis week.

Mud Me Lane, the trained nurse who
baa been with Mr>. H. S. Kane the past
tan weeks, left for Portland Tuesday.
Another none arrived from Bangor the
tame day.
W. F. Smith and family, of Baltimore,
Mo., have spent tbe peat week In town
gvtin g tbeir summer cottage reedy. They
came rom Baltimore In their car.
Mrs. Waterman, of Brookline, Mas*.,
eas in town laat week
getting readjt tbeir
summer borne, which wea purchased last
fall of J. B. Batson. They will have an
artesian well drilled at once.
Mrs. Susie Sherman has moved to Boston, where she wilt live with her son.
Her sister. Miss Snow, went' with her.
Mrs. Sherman will be greatly missed,

especially
the slto

in the

church,

where she

And Sore Lungs Were OverVinol—Mr. Hillcome by
man’s Statement of Facts
Follows:
Camden, N. J.—“ I bad a deep seated
cough, a run-down system and my lungs
awfully weak and sore. lam an
electrician by occupation and my cough
kept me awake nights so I thought at
times I would have to give up. I tried
everything everybody suggested and
were

had taken

One evening I read about Vinol and
decided to give it a trial. Soon I noticed

was

I kept on taking it
well man. The soreness is all gone from iny lungs, I do not
have any cough and have gained fifteen
pounds In weight and I am telling my
friends that Vinol did it.”
Frank
an

party

to

his friends

Mondsy evening, in celebration of bia
birthday. The evening was spent playing
Mrs. Henry Flye and Granville
Phillips won first prises, Miss Lottie Flye
and K. L. Smith the consolation prizes,
dainty refreshments were served. At a
late hour the guests departed wishing
Mr. Flye many
happy returns of the evening, and leaving a token in memory of a

Hillman, Camden. N. J.
It is the curative, tissue-building influence of coils’ livers aided by the bloodmaking, strength creating properties of
tonic iron, contained in Vinol,that made
it so successful in Mr. Hillman’s case.
We ask every person in this vicinity
suffering from weak lungs, chronic

most

delightful evening.
May 3.

coughs,

run-down condition of tjie
system to try a bottle of Vinol on our
to
return your money if it
I guarantee
fails to help you.

Use Femme.

NORTH SEDGWICK..
Alton baa employment at South

O. A.

Bluehill.

Charles Page-had
bobcat laat week.

a

lamb killed by

Sun and Wind Bring Out Ugly Spot*.
How to Remove Easily.
Here’y a chance, Miss Freckle-face, to
try a remedy for freckles with the guarantee of a reliable dealer that it will not
cost you a penny unless it removes the
freckles; while if it does give you a clear
complexion the expense is trilling.
doable
Simply get an ounce of othine
strength—from any druggist, and a few
applications should show you how easy
it is to rid yourself of the homely freckles
Rarely
and get a beautiful complexion.
is more than onp ounce needed for the

Some Forme af tofconmatlem Curable.
• dtoeeee characterised by
ntoa la tbe Jotnte and la the mneclee. The
“Oat common forme are: Acate and Cbrooic

—

Ebeumetic Headaches, Sciatic

All of these
and Lumbago.
helped absolutely by applying
!!“.* (?°d liniment that penetrates. An
be

of Moan’s Uaiment two or three
a dey to the affected
part will gire in“nt relief.
Bloau’s Uaiment ie good lor
and especially Rheumatic Pals, became
to the seat of tbe trooble,
“owes tbe afllloted part and draws the pain.
Sloan-, Uaiment to all medloiae.” Get a
a°W‘
K**p W •UU**F *B *“• °*

«?**
(“in,

worst case.

impenetrate*

"nergeney

Parcher,druggist, Ellsworth, Me.

FRECKLE-FACE.

BheomattomU

can

OP

AETNA

TIB
ARUVAi
OP til

BABTPOBD, COMB.
On the Slot day of Deesmber, 1914, made to
the SUte of Maine.
Incorporated 1919.
Commenced business 1919.
1
Wn. B. Clark, President.
B. J. Sloan, Secretary,
Capital paid up In cash. $5,000,000.
A88ETS DEC. 81,1014.
Reel estate
9 527,80798
Stocks aod bonds,
18,06^.560 87
Cash la office and bank.
1.975418 88
Agents’ balance*,
2,024.887 48
112J87 79
Interest and rents,
Bills receivable,
4425 88

$78,5844*7 »
284440 24

mn>

STATSvnrr

INgVRUtd COMPANY.

admitted,

..~

.

BTATBMBKTS

Commercial (Talon Acanrnnm

sbahoh

hath

Royal Insurance Co. Lid.
or uraarooL, aao.
ASSETS *1 DEO., MIL
Heal estate.
SLIdEM SI
148,100 OS
Mortgage loans,
Stoeka and bonds.
SAIRWI I*
Cash in oSloe and bank,
1,104 08 to
Agents’ balances,
1,488 M4 77
Interest and rents,
88,141 «8

818^08,711181

Gross assets,

Deduct items not admitted.

Co., LM.

or

884,114 84

Admitted assets,
818,181 887 18
LIABILITIES'S! DEO., 1814
Net unpaid losses,
8 778.8R
Unearned premiums,
8,488Jt4 88
All otber liabilities.
188,411 89
8.780,8*9 41
Surplus orer all liabilities,

un»|, mourn.
ASSETS DEO. II, 1*14.
Beal

aetata,

Agent*’ balanaee,
BUla receivable,
Interact and rente,

$ HMEN
10.000 01
S.MMM 00
l.m^no m
1,464,11714
1.11*1*
80,44145

Oroae aaaeU.
Deduct itenia not

KSUttn
SUB 54

Mortgage loane,

Stock* and bond*,
Oaeh tn office and bank,

admitted,

Admitted aaaeta,

M.MMMN
SI, 1*14.
MMM10
6,210.315 41

LIABILITIES DEO.
Eat unpaid loaaea,
Unearned premlnma,
All other lfabllitiea,
Bnrplna over all liabilltlea,

117.M0 28

1,741,480 57
Admitted assets,
$23.400425 99
Total UablUtlea and anrplna,
96
08,702,442
LIABILITIES DEC. 81,1914.
Total liabilities and surplus, 818.Ml ,18718
O. W. TAPLET, Agent,
Net unpaid loasea.
J,027.554 70 FIELD A OOWLE8. MANAGERS. BOS94
Unearned premiums,
9420418
ELLSWORTH MR.
TON, MASS.
All other liabilities,
854,109 96
Cash capital,
5400.090 00
O. W. TABLET, Agent,
89
over
all
liabilities,
6,655,448
Surplus
ELLSWORTH, ME.
Royal Indemnify Company,

Aggregate, Including capital
and surplus,
$28.400426 90
11488.448 89
Surplus for policy- holders,
Losses paid in 96 years,
14449846811
O. W. TAPLEY, Agent.
ELL8WORTH, MB.

or nw toub.

Americaa Central Insurance Co.
ar. louis. mo.
A88BT8 DEC. 91, 1914.

Springfield Fire ft Marine Insurance Co. Mortgage loans,
*

estate,
Montage loans,
Stocks and bodds,
Beni

Cash in office and bank,
Agen s' balances,
Interest and rents,
Gross assets.
Deduct items not

admitted,

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,

$

Collator*] loans
Stocks and bonds,
Cash In office and bank,

trnxnoriBLD, maiiaohuiitti.
ASSETS DEC. 81,1914.

Total liabilities and surplus, $10,970,404 14
O. W. TAPLEY. Agent,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

▼aloe.
bank,
Agents' balanote.
Bills receivable,
94.no 00 Interest and rente,

199.996 91
888364 06
15.480 90
89.288 91

9.78916
94.947318 86
89739917

74848414
3,183 41
46.419 80
4848108

All other aeeeta,

CSom asset#,

Deduct items not

El

*8,11047* M
800,118 80

Cash in oflloe and

8348,793 43
179,706 90

8 800,000 00
balances,
24*8870 oo Agente*
Bills receivable.
6,668,272 00
and rents,
Interact
778,808 08 All oilier assets,
1,201.808 42
86,7M 41
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,
$11,CM,12849
85
87,721
Admitted assets,
$10,970,404 14
81,1914.
$588,700 88
5,642,965 64
868,80161
2,600.000 00
1,990,486 58

ASSETS DBO. 81,1814.
Stocks and bonds, market

*4,8704*8 10
148,310 87

admitted,

Admitted aeeeta,
LIABILITIES DBO.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities, *
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

$4488,188 83
SI, 1814.
$ 787484 88
1401413 85
588,117 83

94.920300 48
1460400 00
388,612 12
91,1914.
9 988.000 60
Total liabilities dtad'Snrplua, $4,288,166 82
1,765321 76 'Includes
voluntary contingent reserve
47,582 6ft
of $8*0,000 00.
1,000.000 00
FIELD A COWLES, MANAGERS,
1,168,706 48
BOSTON, MASS.
O. W. TAPLEY, Agent,
Total liabilities and surplus, 94320.690 48
O. W. TAPLEY, Agent.
ELLSWORTH, MB.
ELL8WOBTH, ME.

LIABILITIES DEO.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities.
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

I

\i

U. S.
National Fire Ins. Co., of Hartford.
hartpokd. Conn.
ASSETS DEC. 8t, 1914.
Real estate,
$
602,667 49
1,739,775 00
Mortgage loans,
8tocks and bonds,
10,668,863 09
Cash in office and bank,
1,447,277 96
1.392.283 75
Agents’balances,
283.524 24
Bills receivable.
Interests and rents,
160,758 00

DNITBD STATES BRANCH

Hamburg

Bremen

Fire Insurance

Co.,

HAMBURG, GERMANY.
ASSETS DEC. 31,1914.
8tocks and bonds.
91378,886
79.018
Cash in office and bank,
196.785
Agents'balances.
Interest and rents,
28,000
OP

00
27
42
21

Branch North British A Mercantile Ins. Co.,
OP tX>NDON A EDINBURGH.
ASSETS DEO. 81,1014.
Stocks and bords,
$8,477,684 54
Cash in office and bank,
388,608 97
918,743 57
Agents balances,
636 00
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents.
95,40124
All other assets/
2,961 00

!$

ning at the northeasterly corner thereoF at
the sea; thence running westerly by the origiGross assets.
nal north line of the William Lynam lot on
$9,744,089 82
Groaa
*1,878,<186 90
Gross sssets,
$16,245,044 68 Deduct items not admitted.
land of Bliss and bv said line produced, to
822,481 64
64,016 27 Deduct items not admitted,
Deduct items not sdmitted,
a bolt in the rock, 100 rods bepond the ridge
195,619 09
Admitted assets,
of Newport mountain; thence southerly by
$8,921,607 68
Admitted assets,
91322.620 68
Admitted assets,
two lines about 81 rods to another bolt in the
16.049,425 44
LIABILITIES DEC. 81,1914.
LIABILITIES DEC. 81,1914.
rock; thence southeasterly about 70 rods to a
LIABILITIES DEO. 31, 1914.
$ 494,297 24
Net unpaid losses,
9165305 00 Net unpaid losses,
bolt in the rock at the ridge of Newport
Net unpaid losses,
$ 875,198 86 Unearned premiums,
4.678,458 35
1,116384 75 Unearned premiums.
mountain; thence somberly along said ridge
78
Unearned
00
All
other
liabilities.
8.909.007
other
187,076 00
All
35,000
|.
liabilities,
premiums,
a
corner
with
in
the
rock,
to an.ther bolt
All other liabilities,
660.348 59 Surplus over all liabilities,
506.230 88 Surplus over all liabilities,
8,616,776 09
land
of trustees of public reservations:
Cash capital,
2.000,000 00
thence southeasterly about 160 rods and
8.605,875,22 Total liabilities and surplus, 91-822,820 88 Total liabilities and surplus, $8,921,607 68
Surplus over all liabilities,
northeasterly about 182 rods by land of
I
O. W. TAPLEY, Agent,
O. W. TAPLEY, Agent.
Homans to the sea and the southeasterly
Total liabilities and surplus. $16,049,426 44
corner of the original Lynam lot; thence by
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
ELLSWORTH, ME.
O. W. TAPLEY, Agent.
the sea to the point of beginning. A plan
showing the Schooner Head estate as above
ELLSWORTH, MB.
described, containing 810 acres more or less
and identifying and describing the several
parcels co'talned therein and the plaintiffs
who are the owners thereof and of each parcel. will be produced at the trial of ihla case.
6th. The history of the Schooner Head
est te, so far as material to this bill, ia
as follows:
A
clauses 1 to ti. original
Subdivision
Lynam lot. (I) In 1787 the Legislature of
Massachusetts by reeolve granted to Bartoleral
and Marla Teresa de Gregoire an undivided
half of Mount Desert Island, reserving certain rights to the original ecttlere thereon.
In 1794 the supreme judicial court of
aseachusette confirmed a partition Riving
the De Gregoires the eastern half of said
Island, it) In 1792 the De Gregoires con
seek to quiet any title
.ad claim and do not
vejed the eastern part of the Schooner
thereto.
estate to William Lynam, sr.. an original setthat this
Wherefore the plaintiffs pray
his
settler's
title
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
tler, by deed acknowledging
honorable coart may:
and (4) the remainder of their half of the
1. Order such notice as it shall deem meet. \1 THE RE AS, Benjamin Thompson, of Ellxto
William
Jackson,
Island, throogh Henry
Enter a decree delaring the validity,
2
worth, county of Hancock, State of
Bingham, whose title, eo far as material nature and extent of the title of the plain- Maine, by deed of mortgage dated Aug. 12,
is now vested in the Blnghem
hereto,
tiff* and of the several titles of each of them. 1908, and recorded in Hancock registry of
trustees. (5) In I8i6 William Lynam, sr.,
8. Grant such other and further relief s» deeds, vol. 468, page 808, conveyed to Edward
conveyed esid eastern part of the Schooner the nature of the case may require or may P. Lord, of said Ellsworth, the following deHead estate to William Lynam, jr. (8) In seem meet and
scribed premises, to wit: A certain parcel of
Just.
the
north1818 William Lynam. Jr., conveyed
land situate in Marlaville, said county, numDated this Ath day of April a. d. 1916.
eastern part to Ebeneser*Edgerly and Robert
bered one. fifth range in said township, beE. B. Mbars. Atty.
Edgerly. (7) In 1818 Robert Edgerly alone
for all Plaintiffs.
ginning at a birch tree, marked **6'*, on the
conveyed the whole of said northeastern part
line between township No. 8, now called Otis, I
STATE OP MAINE.
by warranty deed to Clement Banker, whose
and maid township No. 14, middle division, at
title thereafter vested in Samuel Robinson. Hancock ss.
Supreme Judicial Oourt. In the southwest corner bound of lot No. One,
deed
cova
Robinson
gave
(8) In 1826 Samuel
equity.
fourth range; thence on said line between
n|'i
ering tbe southeastern part of»the Schooner
township No. 8 and township No. 14, southHead estate and a small piece of the northUpon tbe foregoing bill filed in oor supreme erlv one hundred rods to a beech tree, marked
but
for
Hancock
his Judicial court in equity,
county, “B”; thence easterly at right angles with the
eastern part to William Lynam, jr.,
deed 'omitted a small tract at the southeast- Maine, on April 7, 1915, application
last mentioned line, one hundred and sixty
(9) Samuel Robin- been made for an order of notice, it is ordered rods to a hemlock tree marked “B”, now blown
ern corner of the estate.
Located on the line ol the
as follows:
son abandoned the remainder of the northdown or turned down;
thence northerly,
1.
That the usual subpoena returnable on
eastern part prior to 1853 and the same was
parallel with the above mentioned township
issue
to
each
of
of
for
of
the
first
June,
1916,
to
town
Eden,
the
non-payTuesday
forfeited
line, one hundred rods to a rock maple tree,
ment of taxes.
(10) In 1859 the selectmen of the defendants named in the said bill as now marked “B”, the southeast corner hound of
Eden conveyed tbe land so forfeited to Daniel residing in onr State of Maine, service to be
said lot One, fourth an*e; thence westerly by
defendants
a
each
of
such
tbe
whom
made
under
claim,
plaintiffs
npou
Kimball,
by copy said lot One, fourth range, one hundred and give opportunity to those desiring to make
with warranties against persons claiming of the subpoena and bill with this order sixty rods to the first mentioned bound, con- a change in location for a new start in life.
under the town and acknowledged the pay- thereon fourteen days at least before the re- taining fifty acres, more or less; and duly as
ment of tbe taxes by Kimball. (11) In 1882 turn day thereof.
signed by the said Edward P. Lord to the
2. That the defendants named in said bill
tbe heirs of William Lynam. Jr., conveyed
undersigned, William Qellerson on the 17th
the southeastern part or the Schooner Head as residing out of our State uf Maine, to wit: day of
November, 1910, recorded in said
Charles
the
northeastof
of
R.
Olive
Loud,
Merritnac, Mass.,
estate with the small piece
registry, vol. 474, page 414. And whereas, the
W. Lynam, of Concord, N. H., Lewis Conners, said
ern part acquired under Robinson’s deed of
Benjamin Thompson, by bis mortgage
1826 to John 8. Lynam. under whom the plain- Clarissa T, Burroughs, both of Boston, Mas1*., deed, dated Nov. 16, 1910, recorded in said
tiffs claim, but also omitted the small tract John L. Tufts, of Winchester, Mass., Etta J.T. registry, vol. 474, page 415, mortgaged the
Wilson, of Winthrop. Mass.. Sarah T. Hodg- above described premises to me. the under
at tbe southeast corner omitted by Robinson
in 1826. Subdivision “B”. Brewer lot, clause don, of Weymouth, Mas*., William L. Tufts, signed, and whereas the condition of said
12. (12) In 1846 John Black, M attorney for of New York, N. Y., Beatrice H. Lowther. of mortgages is broken;
now,
therefore, by
the then Bingham trustees.'conveyed tbe Brooklyn. N. Y., E. V. Lynam of San Franreason of the breach of the conditions of said
cisco, California, Effingham B. Morris and mortgages. 1
western half of said Schooner Head estate
claim a foreclosure of the
hereby
John O. Johnson, both or Philadelphia, Fa., same.
to the plaintiff's predecessors in title, but
whether he was or could be authorized each be required to appear and answer this
William Gellkrson.
Subdibill with>n one month of personal service of
thereto b* said trustees is doubtful
Bangor. Me., Apr. 24,1916.
(13) About 1870 one this order upon them respectively as hereinvision “C". Banker lot.
Communications
locations
Charles F. Bunkei,. owner of the south- after ordered.
3. That the defendants named in said bill In the District Court of the United States for are invited and will receive attention
western part of said estate, disappeared withwit: R.
the Hancock District of Maine.
as residing in parts unknown, to
out known wife, child, or will, and the plainwhen addressed to any agent of the
In the matter of
tiffs, Richard W. Hale and Robert 8. Hale, Samuel Robinson, Etta Hutchings, Ebentzer
claim said southwestern part under a warEdgerly, Charles F. Bunker, and all persons
Maurice F. Grindle,
MAINE
or to
No‘ ***™9.and unknown made defendants therein be reBankrupt,
ranty deed from said Bunker’s father
brothers.
quited to appear and answer the bill within To the creditors of Maurice F. Grindle. of
and
of
tbe
posting
publishing
8th. Tbe several defendants claim, or may three montm*
Penobscot, in the county
of
Hancock,
claim, some right, title or interest in the sai<F hereinafter ordered.
and district aforesaid, bankrupt:
4.
That notice of the foregoing order be
Schooner Head estate as follows:
residis
defendants
to the above-named
hereby given that on the 24th
The Bingham trustees may claim the shore
ng out of our State of Maine, to wit: Olive
under various possible constructions of the
day of April a. d. 1815, the said Maurice
in paragraph 5,
K. Loud, Charles W. Lynam, Lewis Conners, F. Grindle was duly adjudicated bankrupt;
MAINE.
instruments referred to
Clarissa T. Burroughs, John L. Tufts, Etta J. and that the first meeting of his creditors
clauses 1. 3. 4.
fb
at
be
held
T. WUson. Sarah T. Hodgdon, William. L. will
office,
my
Ellsworth,
The Bingham trustees may claim the westo’clock
in
Tufts, Beatrice H. Lowther, E. V. Lynam. Ef- Maine, June 2, 1915, at two
ern part by virtue of the facts stated in parafingham B. Morris, and John O. Johns* n, by the afternoon, at which time the said creditgraph 8, clause 12.
ors may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
a copy of the bill and this order,
or persons claiming
Ebenezer
causing
Edgerly,
contracted with the City of Erieunder him, may claim the northeastern part thereon, attested by the clerk of this court, trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
worth to support and care for those who
by virtue of the facta stated in paragraph 5. to be served personslly upon each of such other business as may properly come bemajTneed assistance during five years beginthem, except such as may voluntarily appear fore said meeting. William E. Whiting.
clauses 6 and 7.
Referee in Bankruptcy. ning Jan. 1, 1915, and are legal residents of
The heirs of or persona claiming under in this action, within three months from the
Ellsworth. I forbid all persons trusting them
Ellsworth, Me., May 1.1915.
Samuel RoMnson may claim the larger por- date of this order, by some officer qualified
on my account, as there is plenty of room
tion of the northeastern part by virtue of tbe to serve civil process in the place where they
and
accommodations to care for them at
of
said
at
the
time
service.
facta slated in paragraph 6. clauaea, 7, 9, may be found
subscriber hereof gives notice that the City Farm house.
and 10, and small tract in the southeastern The return of said service shall be verified by
he has been duly appointed executor
Arthur B. Mitchrll.
the
officer
the
service
title
to
it
when
affidavit
of
had
the
If
Robinson
making
any
corner.
of the last will and testament of
be gave the deed described in said paragraph, and his antbority certified by the clerk of
ARETAS J. YOUNG, late of DEDHAM,
a court of record.
clause 8.
unuer
o.
tdm » copy oi mi* out *ua »c orerr
Tne neirs oi or persona
claiming
in the county of Hancock, deoeased, and
The merchant who says he does not
William Lynam, Jr., may claim a small tract thereon, attested by the clerk of this court, be
bonds as the law directs.
All persors
in the southeastern corner by virtue of the published in the Ellsworth American, a newsbelieve in
ivinx demands against the estate of said dinevertheless
in
said
but
the
in
Ellsworth,
clause
11,
in
ft,
facta stated
county seased are desired to present the same for
paper published
paragraph
over his door and decorof Hancock, for two weeks successively, the settlement, and all indebted thereto are re- places a
plaintitfs believe they do not in fact so claim.
Charles F. Bunker, or his grantees, de- last publication to be at least seven days be- quested to make payment immediately.
ates his window.
The
tells the
visees. or direct hairs, if any there are. may fore the first Tuesday of June, a. d. 1915.
Shbblby Young.
6. That a copv of the hill and this order
claim the^sonthwe stern part by virtue of the
where the
merchant is
April 22,1915.
facts stated in paragraph ft. clause 13.
thereon, attested by the olerk of this court,
the attractive window invites
8nch of said claims as do not depend upon be posted in a conspicuous place on the land
the construction of written instruments the described in the hill and another at the store
subscriber hereby gives notice that him in from the sidewalk.
That’s adwithout
the
of
Wot.
H.
Sherman
at
Bar
cannot
meet
Maine,
Harbor,
producplaintiffs
she has been duly appointed executrix
tion of evidence. It may be that the del end- said copies to be posted at least fourteen days of the last will and testament of
and
as far as it goes,
ants or some of them have other claims upon before the first Tuesday of June. a. d. 1015.
ANDREW J. GOTT. late of EDEN,
but it doesn’t go far
The rpturn of suoh potting and publishing
the premises and the description of their sop
doesn’t
posed claims is not intended to limit ibe re- shall be verified bv the affidavit of any one of in the connty of Hancock, deceased, no bonds get
the sidewalk. An advertisethe plaintiffs or of their attorneys of record. being required bv the terms of said will. All
lief sought.
A UNO W. King,
7th. By exception from the deed of other
persons having demands against the estste of ment in the local paper carries the
said deceased are desired to present the same
heirs of William Lynam, Jr. to John 8. Lynam
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of bill in equity and order of for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are and the window to the homes of proand from the deed of said John 8. Lynam to
those under whom the petitioners claim, a court thereon.
requested to make payment Immediately.
customers, and
them
Attest: T. F. Mahon by,
small burial lot shown on said plan has not
Lucy C. Gott.
I «om the home to the store.
no
S.
Court.
and
make
Clerk
J.
to
the
they
April 18,1915.
passed
plaintiffs,

Malta,

|
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This Agency Has

a

Notable Record of Nearly

Quarter of

a

a

Century of Honorable Dealing with the Insuring Public.
EcgalXciios.

yy

QUARRIES, FACTORY

LOCA-

TIONS, MILL SITES, FARMS,
SITES FOR SUMMER HOTELS

—

mm

u*

and CAMPS

having

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Undeveloped

Water

Powers,

Unlimited Raw Material,
and
Good

Await

Farming Land

Development.
regarding

~

|In
\

CENTRAL,

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU,

fjiven

NOTICE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
PORTLAND,

Pauper Notice.

Stella Carter of West Sedgwick, la employed at Roy Allen’s.
Mrs. in Hamilton, who bee spent tbe
"inter in Emma Hooper’s bouse, bee retimed to ber home in BrookavUle.
Miss He sal Friend bet been elected to e

rpee

or a

a

Mrs. Fred Payee bee gone to firooklin to
»ork in tbe factory.

gbtumatiam.
Hbeumetlem

am a

—

whist.

Cora

improvement.

and today I
e

much medicine I was dis-

gusted.

in the choir.

Owen L. Flye gave

so

ABfTBAOT

'

2)

moved into the

Past,

—---

Grose assets,
Deduct items not

_

dab hawks which be

.—-

^

Harry Silaby and Hollit Sallebory made
April
a business trip to Bangor tbia weak.
let. That the plaiatiffa have made diligent
from
returned
Thursday
Franklin
Mix
and are unable to ascertain more preMn. E. H. Kennlaton, wbo ia teaching inquirythe residences of the
Boston.
to
persons above
cisely
• business trip
named where not particularly described or
at Clifton, spent tbe wsek-and at borne.
the oamea and residences of the lieire and
The Maine Central waiting room la bePbilmon Willey and L. E. Crosby bars persons unknown, who are not named above.
Tarnished throughout.
ing painted and
Wherever the possibility of a defect in their
recently ocftnpleted tbelr work of sawing title ia known to
tea plaintiffs, they have Inwas
here
BaturMaaaaaoit
The steamer
lumber Into spool ban at tbelr mill on tbe cluded by name and specific residence one or
local
for
mermore of the olaaa entitled to make such addsy discharging (might
road.
Bangor
verse claim, except in the case of Ebeneser
chants.
C.
May A
Bdgerly, and of Chat las F. Bunker, in sack
of which cases it ia obviously unreasonable
D. Leffingwell end MlasLaffingwell hen
to expect that more should be done, as will
V
returned from Washington, D. C., and
ASHVILLE.
hereafter appear.
(or
the
tad. For more than forty years prior to
Old
the
Rectory
have
opened
Charles Bargent, of Oak Point, recently and at the date of this bill
some one of the
aaaaon.
viaited bis aiater, Mra W. M. Pettee.
plaintiffs, singly or some two or more of them
as tenants in common or those under whom
W. B. Richards has been doing doty on
Mn. Harold Hanna, of East Sullivan, ia they claim, have been and are In open, nothe police force since Priday morning in visiting her sister, Mn. W. H. Hammond. torious, exclusive and uninterrupted pos
session under color of title ot each of
i
the absence of Chief Fred H. (Jerry, who
parcels of land which,
Wylie Hammond, wbo has ptta em- aeveral contiguous
has been out of town.
together make up toe land hereinafter deployed during tbe winter in New York, is scribed, claiming an estate of freehold
Asa Hodgkin* and wife, with tbeir little borne.
therein, viz., the Fee eimple.
\
3rd. The several plaintiffs hold their sevson Robert, have arrived from Berkeley,
Mn. Eunice Bunker visited her niece, eral parcels by title derived from a number
in
been
live
will
having
aud
here,
The property ia known ;
of common source*.
Cal.,
Mn. Uelraar Robertson, in North Sulli- as the Schooner Head estate
and the sev* ral
California two yeura.
it
eo
connected with each
of
are
portions
van, recently.
other and the ownership of them ie and has
George W. Austin has sold bia grocery
Tbe teacbere. Misses Atwater and Or- been so Interwoven that for purposes of title
btuimss to Earl end Carl Tburber, who
It substantially consists of one estate, and all
cuti, and tbelr pupils gave a line program claims
relative thereto may and ought to be
will carry on the bneineea under the firm
tor tbe mothers as tbe Bridgham high determined in this action.
name of Thurber Bros.
i
4th. The land in question, hereinafter
school on Friday.
called Hchooner Head estate, is situate at
;
CkW. W. H. Parker, who it now in Camand
is
PHtEBE.
in
3.
Head
Schooner
Eden,
Msine,
May
bounded and Described as follows:
Beginden with steamer Hchoodic, aaya that two
D.

*

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

Wiitin

Inlteh baa returned from
gar Dr. F. A.
having bean reappointed to

Prompt Adjustments

|

Be sure to ask the druggist, for the
double strength othine as this is the pre-/
ecrlptlon sold under guarantee of money
back it it falhLto remove freckles.

HAVING

THE

Sven

advertising,

sign

sign

passer-by
located;

THE

vertising,

good

enough—it

beyond

sign

pective

pulls
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John K. Kane, will go with her foe a tew

days’vteU.
Lather Piukhsm will build a

BLUEHILL.

new

boom

right away. J. C. Workman has the bellai
nearly completed, end N. P. Poeter will
•tart the oerpenter work *ee eoon ea
possible.
Mrs. Warren B. Harriman, of Seal HarMr*. Mart be Southards, ot Boston, wa«
bor, is visiting bar parents, James E. Mor- suddenly called home by tbe death ot her
teli and wife.
brother, John W. Fenton, and will stay
Mr.
Mias Mabel Ober and Miss Page, of here eome time with the family.
Auburndale, Mass., are tbe guests of Southards will come a little later.
Miss May P. Ober at Ideal lodge.

Mias Myrtle Pllisbury, ol Woodland, la
Waiting bar parents, George M. Pllisbury
and wife.

Bluehill academy baseball team defeated Penobscot high by the score of 12
to 8, at Penobscot April 34, and on April
28, by the score of 8 to 6, they won from
Saxgentville town teem.
Indications

are

that this will be

a

busy

tbe
The
nsusl number of
goests.
its
Maine Central railroad, through
agent at Ellsworth, reports an inquiry for
a summer cottage at Bluehill.
summer

Bluehill,

in

with

more

than

summer

Funeral services of Eugene LaPoreat
Staples were held at tbe borne of his parents Friday, April 30, Rev. Charles Hargrove officiating. Mr. Staples was taken
suddenly ill while on a business trip, and
died at the hotel in Kingfleld, his brother
Elwin reaching him shortly before the
end. Mr. Staples was born in Ellsworth
forty-eight years ago, his parents moving
to Bluehill thirty years ago. He was educated st the Bluehill academy, Coburn
classical institute and Maine medical
school. He left tbe medical school to take
up bueineee es traveling salesman, and
later became manager to# a branch piano
house In Rockland. In a short time he
formed the Staples, Smith A Moody Piano
Co., later the Staples Piano A Music Co.,
For
which bad several branch houses.
twelve years be waa connected with this
company, being president at the time of
his death. He waa twice married, being
survived by his wife and three suns. He
also leaves his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A.
Staples, a sister—Mrs. DeCoof, of Elliott,
ends brother, Elwin, of Portland. Mr.
Staples waa a member of the Mystic Shrine
and of tbe Maine Piano Dealers association.
The floral offerings were many and very
beautiful.
K. OP P. DODGE INSTITUTED.

In spite ol the storm, e lodge ot Knights
ol Pythias waa successfully instituted
hen Friday, the meeting being held at the
town hall.
Thirty eight members of
Donaqua lodge ot Ellsworth arrived at 6
o’clock.
In addition to the Ellsworth
knights then wen Grand Chancellor
Charles 8. Wilson, of Portland; Gnnd
Keeper of Records and Seal Edgar J.
Brown, of Waterville; Past Grand Prelate
C. S. Swallow, of Foxcroft; Master of
Work Henry R. Jacobs, ot the famous
Peter Woodland team, Lynn, Maas., and
District Deputy Grand Chancellor Boy C.
Heines, of Ellsworth.
A banquet waa served at the Baptist
vestry at 6 o’clock. Donaqua lodge, with
Charles H. Leland presiding, conferred
the rank of page upon the twenty-two
charter members. The ranks of esqain
and knight wan then worked upon
fourteen of the charter memhen. The
election and installation of officers fol-

OBiruaar.

Sorrento mourns the loee of on* of ita
beet and moet highly-respected cttlaens in
tbe death of John W. Fenton, which ocHe bad
curred at bit borne here May 1.
been in poor health a long time, of heart
trouble, and while hi* neighbor* and
friends knew he could not live, it waa a
shock to all to know that be had gone.
Mr. Fenton was sixty-two years old on
February 18, and bad lived her* practically all ot kis life. When a young man
be followed tbe sea for a tew years, and
for several yean was steward on tba M. C.
R. K steamers hen in Frenchman's bay
About fifteen
and on private yachts.
yean ago he gave up steward’s work, and
to be with hie father and
came home
mother on the farm hen. Hie father died
about eigbt years ago, and bis mother,
now past eigbty-eix year* ot age, aadly
bis loss.
He lea vs* also one
mourns
Edward Fenton, ot Sorrento,
brother
end four sisters—Mn. Augustas Perry, ot
Sullivan; Mrs. Martha Southards, of Boston; Mn. Elisabeth Stratton, ot Franklin, and Miss Minnie Fenton, who lives
with Mrs. Stntton, and is herself seriously ill.
Mr. Fenton waa never married, but for
several yean hi* aunt, Mia* Elisa Whitten, ha* been housekeeper for him, and
iq winters bis nieoe, Mias Evs M. Fenton,
has been living with them. To thee* two,
who have so tenderly cared tot him, hit
lues is gnat.
Mr. Fenton bad many friends. Hie horns
was the center of neighborhood gatherings, end a ylsn welcome end pleasant
evening wen assured to ell who called
He was always interested in the welters
of tbe town, serving at one time as one ol
tbe selectmen. Several yean ago be became a member of Island lodge, No. 130
I. O. O. F., at Bar Harbor, and during hii
illness tbe assists nee from tbe lodge anC
brother Odd Fellows has been greatly ap-

Il
■

l

Then II

weekly pays the balance. Your money back
delighted with it. No extra fees. No interest.
cash price less 12.50.

You now must carry things from your cupboard and pantry to
your table and back again at every meal. This means miles of steps.
The Hoosier saves all these because it combines everything at your
fingers’ ends. You can sit down In front of a Hoosier and do neatly
all your work. You save energy by savin* steps.
You hive more
leisure.

f
;

|

Has 40 Labor-Saving Features-17 New
This "WHITE BEAUTY” gives you a real scientific kitchen.
You can put 400 articles in this new Hoosier, every one at your
fingers’ ends.
The cabinet includes the patented Shaker flour sitter—only sifter
that shakes flour through instead of grinding it.
It also has a complete accounting system; a cook-book bolder that keens yonr book
always open before your eye; Mrs. Christine Frederick s Food Guide
that answers the question, "What shall I have for dinner?”
The new all-metal bread and cake box has double capacity, due to
improved arrangement, and the work table is of pure aluminum.

i

1

Take Five Minutes to Decide Now
Come in to-morrow early—examine these new Hooaier* carefully—then decide whether yon want to bay one now whiie you
can save $2.50, or later when yon cannot buy below the
mgalar aet prices; decide whether you can afford to waste the

STONINGTON.

ley;

sgre
“res;
Remember—that after
g°c* back to the

U

•wh“

Boy L*wrie, of East brook, visited bis
mother, Mrs. George F. Kane, lest week.
Mrs. Lillian Bartlett, who has been in
Beal Harbor

a

few

weeks, returned home

Saturday.
Edward K. Conners and wife, of Boston,
arrived and opened their cottage for
the season.
have

rented the Norman Hale
house, of H. W. Dunbar, and recently

Roy Stover

has

moved there.

C. H. Workmen recently improved bis
property by putting in set-tube aud grading up bis front lawn.
Maynard H. Sargent is employed at West
Sullivan, and baa taken e rent there for
the summer.
El wood Wilbur has gone to Norridgewock, where be has employment in the
engineering department on State road

years

Mrs. Walter Card and Miss
Lydia Mills, iof Portland, accompanied
the remains. The funeral was conducted
by Kev. Mr. Blake at the Baptist cburcb
at West Stonington.
Peter Mills.

CUTTNTY

Abbie L., widow of Stepben Colly, died
at tbe borne of her daughter, Mrs. Melvin
Duke, April 28. She had been in ill
health for

some

years.

Mrs.

Colly

was

a

past matron ot Juanita chapter, O. E. 8.
The officers and members attended the
funeral services at Itbe L. D. cburcb, of
which she was a* member. Elder George
Knowlton conducted^the services. Many
Bowers were sent from tbe order, her
cburcb people and family.
Mrs. Colly
was a native ot isles boro.
3.
NiHlL.
Msy
_

BATON.

Ivory Frazier has moved hie family to
Ellsworth, where he has employment.
work.
Quite a number ot;Bsh weirs are being
i'rof. W. W. Gale, of Worcester, Mass., built here and at Oak Point this spring.
A. B. Smith took the yacht Endion to
la in town tor a few days, and will have a
den built on his property. C. E. Hale wilt Boston last week, returning home Sonbe the builder. Work will commence at day.
OBCt.
Mrs. Irene Pomroy has returned from
Capt. 1. W. Nash returned Monday with Mt. Desert island, where aha has spent the

*

goods of the William winter.
tha household
Binds ir family, alter a stormy trip to
Nearly all the young people era goi g
Sargentviile and return, occupying about away this spring, for the summer. Dana
tan days.
Seeds has gone to Maehias to work with
Mm. Joanna J. Andrews will go to his father. Chrl Eaton has gone to Portweek
to
spend land to an automobile school. Fred Smith
Guilford tha lad of this
the summer with her daughter. Mm. and Frances Seeds have employment in
Georgia Falrbrother. Her daughter, Mrs. Hancock*
H.
May3.
Aiun KtWUfl fee the TgOOM.
EGYPT.
Over IMAM packages of Allen's Feot Bass,
the antiseptic powder to shake late roar
Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Scemmon are re
Shoes, am heleg used hi the German nnd
Allied troops at tbs front, Conans* U rests calving congratulations on the birth of a
Sold
the feet eed roakee_ mtlklag easy.
son, born Maya.
every where. Me. For F*WI sample, address
M.
May 4.
Allan S. Olmsted, L*Bey, N. T»
_

in

Leighton, who haa been
the past month, is

ment.

May

wbo

here,

and

Mrs.

Pearl Gray baa

3.

a

recent batch

of over 300

chickens.

Mrs. C. O.
Atkins entertained
Priscilla clnb Thursday.

Emery

loved by all

the

Mrs. Ethel Snow went to Bangor Frito viait Misa Marion Gibba over Sun-

knew ber.

May

WOODLOCEB.
EAST ORLAND.

Julian Emery has tbe sympathy of all
well known

women

loo

Ellsworth, Maine

A little daughter ol E. P. Clapp sad
wile le 111 ol diphtheria.
Kraeet M. Cole, ol Lyon, Mesa., le with
hi* mother, who le yerr ill.

3.

| day,
day.

M.

__..
enroU

«•*"■
■««..»^
gladly refund yonr dollar. Come early.
are making up their minds now.

Boy F. Leach and Mrs Aranda Cashman returned to Augusta Monday, after a
few days hen on business.

Earle F. Hellers assume^ his duties as
poet master May 1. Bis many friends are
congratulating him upon his appoint-

L’herryOeld

entirely filled

.'__

*l oncc ...
and

will

COUNTY

be

George Wardwell went to Bucktport
this morning for an extended stay with
his sister, Mrs. L. B. Googles.

winter, hava returned borne.

the death of his mother.

-

we

summer.
A dance
held after the pictures each
night. Dorr’s orchestra, ot three please,
will furnish music.

will

Mrs. V. M. Rich was hastily called to
Belfast last Thursday by the critical illness of ber slater. Hiss Ins Bay.

was

r,
...
Comc

«*»—*>

it,

evening during the

borne.

in

Hooaier Clnb may be

thl* ....
“,e'

THE PUBLICt

LIO
1

Mrs. George

new

day of

Ie authorise this sale, liaited
to "White Beauty" Hooaier oablneta, at $2.60 leaa
than the fixed oaah price of theeo oablneta, this
week only. THE H00SIER UPC. 00., Hew castle, Ind.

I
I

visiting

f*con<1

name.

Other

H. C. Austin & Co.,

been away all

yon*-

"

*

regular price.

_

SORRENTO.

Remember—that tlie
...
U>e

this sale the “WHITE BEAUTY”

daughter.
NEWS.
banquet waa served at midnight, Wednesday afternoon.
of
and proved a plating interruption
un
Mrs. Fred B. Webb, ot New York, who
session.
all-night
WEST EDEN.
waa
called here
by the illness and
The Ellsworth delegation left about 6
death ot her slater, Mrs. Walter Stanley,
Frank Drisko, who haa barn quite
Mrs.
for
home.
o’clock a. m.
Memhen ot the
has returned home. Her brother, W. ill, is improving.
lodge end the residents ot BloehiU am
A. Buckminster, accompanied her.
Irwin Hansoom, of Hall's Core, Is emloud in their praise of the quietness end
The remains of Oliver Mills, of Port- ployed at J. L. Fogg's.
dignity of the oocuaion, and far the genof thU town, were brought
C. H. Billington, who haa been in poor
tlemanly manner in which the knights land, formerly
to West Stonington for burial in the
carried themselves.
health some time, is much better.
H.
May 3.
family lot. Mr. Mills' wife died several
Walter Leach and family, who hava
ago. He was a brother of the late
second

if you're
Just the

Saves Miles of Steps for Your Fired Feet

_

Schooner Annie and Beuben U at the
past chancellors, Edward E.
Chase. E. W. Carter, Eugene Osgood, Hagan A Co.’s wharf for repairs, after
which she will load stone for Boston.
Jamas Billings.
The new lodge will he known as
Bister Bardeen waa quite badly hurt on
He b very unKaewayden lodge. No. 114, Knights of the quarry last week.
Pythias. The ammonite were very im- fortunate, as this is the third time he has
pressive, and the ranks wan ooatamd by met with an accident.
the Ellsworth lodge in a satisfactory manMuch sympathy U felt for Mr. and Mrs.
ner. Music was furnished by the Pythian
John Trenaar in the loss ot their intent
orchestra ot the Ellsworth lodge.
A
Funeral services were held

Beauty”

not

Funeral service* wen held at tbe boms
Monday afternoon. Rev. Bicbard Moyle,
He was laid tc
of Sullivan, officiating.
rest in tbe family lot st tbs East Sullivan
Tbe bearen wen Fred
church cemetery.
A. Brintoo, Fred W. Bartlett, Frank L
Trundy and Jamee A. Stover. Beautiful
flowers wen received from many friends
and relatives, and from Island lodge,
L O. a F.
A.
May *.

ertsoo;

I

Todouble the sale of this one cabinet quickly, the
Hoosier Company authorizes this sale in 1000
picked towns. This is truly the chance oj' a lifetime
for a few women only. Our allotment is limited.

Delivered for $1.00

preciated.

K. W. Knowlton got a Urge quantity ot
herring in his weir last week.
Henry Hodgkins, ot Bar Harbor, is visiting his mother, who U quiU ill.
latty Bros, are at Franklin looking over
a quarry there that they may work.
lowed.
The offloen of the new lodge an:
Erast os J. Carter, State insurance comChancellor oommander, Henry Saunders; missioner, ot Augusta, U in town on busivice-chancellor commander, Howard Os- ness.
s
good; master of work, H. J. Marshall;
Thomas Barbour, who has bean very ill
prelate, Oapt. H. B. Foss; master of ot
typhoid pneumonia, is improving
arms, Martin Clark, keeper of records and
slowly,
•sal, Cecil Osgood; master of exchequer,
Mrs. Frank 8. Warren who has spent
Harry Hinckley; master ot finance. Jamas
winter in M. Petersburg, Fla., arrived
R. Abram; inside guard, Charles F. Hinck- the
outside guard, Wesley A. Rob- Saturday.

bargain. 800,000 Hoosier Cabinets have been sold
WHITE BEAUTY is the finest Hoosier made,

Beginning to-morrow, for one week only, The
Hoosier Manufacturing Company permits us to
sell the “WHITE BEAUTY’’ at $2.50 less than
the low cash price established by the 'Hoosier
Company. Regular Hoosier prices are remarkably low. This reduction means an unheard-of

“White

—

I

_2_1-..■

NEWS.

SEDGWICK.

*

4

iuoum the engage meat of
lheir cousin. Miss Mauds 8. Colby, to
Marl A. Batin, of 8t rat too.

Bailtma,

F. E. Pet t log til, of Ellaarortb,
town n law days Mat waeb.

mer.

Mr. Crockett, ol Sandy Point, ia ex\
pected this week to resume bia Wednes- |
day night picture shows, which were discontinued during the winter.
Two little girls came to town last week,
one at the home ol O. A.
Hooper and wile

in

B. Morton Harry la at borne from
Charleston for the week-end.
Mias Helen C. Prey, of Mllbrtdge, is
making e short May at K. P. Oerrieh 'i.
Fred Doyle, of Franklin, Is employed at
tbe postolBce and In the More of J. S.

Schooner Qeorgianna Lawrence is in
port discharging cool In Smith Brae.
Mrs. AJroed* Maker and children have Doyle.
| arrived trom Boston and are occupying
the Grant cottage at the Point.
J. H. Hooper and wile are leaving next
week tor Haven, where they will pat the
Castle View cottage* in readiness lor sum-

was

auamiatnujtib.

DEPOSITS INVITED
The PhfcSTItiK *uJoyed and da* to 43
Year'* satisfactory nertlc* should be
sutBc'.eut endorsement of this bank for
tboae content plat log a Having* Hank
account.

Hancock Co. Sovio|«Boak Ellsworth

Watch Your Children
and one to Wilbnr Ford and wile.
This community was greatly shocked by
Hr*.
George Hutchins, who has been at bis Ford is with her mother, Mr*. Harold
Often ahfldran do not let parents know
the sudden death ol D. W. McKay Mon’loin* here several months, has gone to Pert, at West Sedgwick.
they are constipated. They fear someday afternoon. Mr. McKay had bean in
May 3.
H.
where he has employment.
thing distasteful. They wifi like Retail
poor health for seme time, bat seemed as Bangor,
Orderlies a mild laxative that tastes
Mrs. Everett Harriman is boarding the
well as usual, and wea able to be at his
WEST SULLIVAN.
like sugar. Sold only by us, 10 oema.
store. While waiting on a customer, ha men working on the telephone line from
Harvard H. Havey and wile, ol West
E. O. Moore.
was
stricken with a hemorrhage, and Bucksport tq^iortb Penobscot.
while able to walk to the bouse, he Used
to
rain
the
there
was no
Bat
Owing
nrday
j
bat a short time. He lea res s widow, who | session of Pomcna grange with Alamoom
I
I
baa the deepest sympathy ot all in her be- ! aook grange.
The members bad mads
reavemenl.
He leases also a brother
; every arrangement lor a successful meetGeorge, and sereral nieces who reside in ; ing.
New York.
The recant min baa raiaed Toddy pond.
The Bangor Daily Newt ia nuking a special offer to now subscribers, first
MaJ 4. __M.
The water was much needed, both by H.
3 month* lor 3100. Any person dipping out the enclosed coupon and sanding
H. Dunbar in getting logs to his mill, and
to ns, endasiog fl.OO, the Bangor Daily News wlU ba sent tbs first 3 months to
PENOBSCOT.
the Penobsoot Bay Electric Go., far
any address.
H. C. Parkin* i* having an artesian well by
Its electric power.
Tbs Bangor Daily News ia tbs bom* paper ot Eastern, Northern and Cendug on bia place.
tral Maine, first to reach tbs morning field, lull Associated Press reports.
May
▲ new furnace ia baing pot into lb*
All towns In Eastern, Northern and Central Maine fully represented by regMetbodiat cbureb.
WKBT TRKMONT.
ular correspondents. After tbe first three months tbs paper ia sold at BOe month
Ormand Gray and wife, of Bluebill,
Capt. Cbar1m P. Lout left Tbunday (or
New York.
•pant Sunday bare.
FILL THIS OUT ——————
Hr*. Walla®* Conner, of Baltaat, ia viaitWilder L. Bobbins came bom* from
Please send the Bangor Daily News for three months to
ing bn alatar, Hr*. H. £. Parkin*.
Portland Saturday ill of grip.
Hr*. Ida Ward well baa returned from
Mrs. Emma Bead, who baa been |n
;
Blnebill, whtra a be baa baan employed.
Boston since
cam* bona Wednae*
__

■■

$1.00 For Three Months

—

3._M.

]

March,

Hiaa Zalma Hutch in* resumed leeching
at tba Bay acbool Monday, altar baing at
bar bom* two week*.
Crockett moving picture* will ba the
attraction at tba town ball avaty Tnaaday

day.
Herbert 8. Baed left Tbunday tar
Bockland to work on the Maine Central
steam boat*.
Tnuu.
Mays.

Name...........

| Address..'.....|
Kacloeed Please Find #14)0 far dame.
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